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CHILD WELFARE AND ADOPTION ASSISTANCE

FRIDAY, JUNE 1, 1984

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION,

Hartford, CT
The subcommittee met at 10:30 a.m., pursuant to notice, at 10:30

a.m., in the Senate Chambers ch.' the State Capitol Building, Hart-
ford, CT, Hon. Barbara B. Kennelly presiding.

[The press release announcing the hearing follows]
Trim Weave No 14, May 25, MSC

HON HAROLD FORD (D, TENN 1, CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

AND UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION, COMMITTEE ON WAYS AvID MEANS, U S

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ANNOUNCES A PUBLIC HEARING TO BE HELD IN HART-

FORD, CT, ON CHILD WELFARE AND FOSTER CARE ISSUES, FRIDAY, JUNE, 1, 1984

The Hon,,rable Harold Ford (D , Tenn.), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Public
Assistance and Unemployment Compensation of the Committee on Ways and
Means, US. House of Representatives, today announced a public hearing on child
welfare and foster care issues to be held in Hartford, Connecticut, on Friday, June
1, 1984 The hearing will be held in the Senate Chambers of the State Capitol Build-
ing, beginning at 10:30 a m

The hearing will include invited witnesses from a number of states in the New

England region including state child welfare officials from Maine, Vermont, and
Connecticut In addition, privet/. child welfare organizations, foster parents, and
representatives of other organizations concerned with adoption and research activi-
ties have been invited to testify at the hearing.

In announcing the heanng, Chairman Ford stated, "The hearings being held in
Connecticut are a part of the oversight and legislative activities of the Subcommit-
tee concerning the implementation of the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare
Amendments of 1980 (P L. 96-2'72). A hearing on this issue has already been held in

Oakland, California, on April 16, 1984.
"The 1980 amendments were enacted because of the concern at that time about

the inadequacies of child welfare and foster care programs in the states Those con-
cerns were primarily related to (1) lack of services to families to reduce the need for

foster care, (2) inadequate case review procedures to prevent unnecessary extended
stays in foster care; and (3) inadequate efforts to place children for adoption where

it is appropriate," and Chairman Ford.
Chairman Ford also stated, "From the hearings already held and from other in-

formation available to the Subcommittee, it is becoming clear that a combination of
factors over the past years has hampered implementation of the legislation Those
factors include reductions in the Title XX rocial services funds available to states
because.of the Reagan budget cuts; lack of srilicient increases in funds for child
welfare services under Title IV-B of the Social Security Act which are needed to
implement tile legislation, and the sharp increase in reported cases of child abuse
and neglect throughout he country For enimple, at the California hearing, the
Subcommittee heard from local child welfare agency directors that the increases in
the reports of child abuse and neglect have resulted in more staff resources being
required just to investigate such reports and leas staff effort to provide intensive
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services to families to prevent the reed to remove children from their homes andplace them in foster care "

WRITTEN COMMENTS FOR THE RECORD OF THL HEARING
For those who wish to file a written statement for the printed record of the le sx-ing, six copies are required and may be submitted by the close of business, Friday,June 15, 1984, to John J Salmon, Chief Counsel, Committee on Ways and Means,U S House of Representatives, Room 1102 L3ngworth House Office Building, Wash-ington, D C 20515.

Mrs. KENNELLY. 1 would like to begin by thanking everyone forcoming here. Knowing the flood conditions in the State, I know itmight have been hard for you to get here, and we have a numberof people who could not make it because of the flood situation anda desire to stay closer to home.
I would also request that those who have written testimony, ifthey want to bring it up so it can be inserted in the record. yourtestimony in its entirety will be inserted in our record, and we willbe glad to hear from you.
Your attendance indicates that you are concerned about thefoster care and child welfare system, and like myself, are con-cerned about how it might best serve the needs of the children andtheir families.
This hearing is part of the Subcommittee on Public Assistanceand Unemployment Compensation's ongoing effort to improve thechild welfare and foster care system. Public concern over children"adrift" in the foster care system led to the enactment of majorFederal legislation in 1980 intended to encourage a more compre-hensive and child-oriented child welfare system.
This law, Public Law 96-2'72, the Child Welfare and Adoption As-sistance Act, is widely regarded as a landmark: its primary empha-sis is to ensure that children have the benefit of a permanenthome, and it is intended to reduce reliance on long-term foster carewhen there are more appropriate solutions to family problems.Public Law 96-272 accepted the concept that a child's sense oftime is very different from that of an adult. For a young child, onlya few days or weeks away from a primary caretaker is a terriblylong time, while for an overworked caseworker it may seem like notime at all. The law required that there be greater efforts to re-spect the child's need to make permanent attachments to theadults caring for him or her.
Under the terms of the 1980 Child Welfare and Adoption Assist-ance Act, the States, with Federal assistance, were to build uponthe strength of the existing family at risk. Services were to be pro-vided to prevent the child's remoal from the home or to reunitethe family at a suitable time. If the child could not remain with hisor her biological parents, hen plans were made for the child'seventual placement with guardians, adoptive parents, or with long-term foster parents. The 1980 Child Welfare Act contained specificreforms and financial incentives for the States.I am a strong supporter of Public law 96-272. J believe the testi-mony we hear today will point out some of the achievements andimprovements which have been made in child welfare programssince the enactment of the law. I do feel, however, that we need toexamine what more can be done to remove the obstacles which
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block full implementation of the law. I am concerned about wheth-
er the laudable goals of the act are being achieved or the children,
with the money and manpower we are now devoting to their prob-
lems. I believe cuts in social service programs have hurt children
at risk and for this reason I have introduced legislation to restore
funding for the social services block grant to a more adequate level
to meet these needs.

I feel a special urgency about holding this hearing today. Over
13,000 children were reported to the Connecticut Department of
Children and Youth Services last year as suspected victims of child
abuse and neglect. As a recent Newsweek article pointed out:
sexual abuse of children is much more widespread than most
Americans suspect or want to believe. The sharp increase in report-
ed cases of child abuse and neglect throughout the country is
alarming, and I am fearful we are not doing all we must do to pro-
tect children from this suffering.

The children who enter the foster care sys',..em in the United
States do so under the most painful of circumstances. We are here
today to ask what we can do to make the child welfare and foster
care system more humane. There are no easy answers, but we in

society who have taken responsibility for these children, through
accepting or demanding their custody, must be constantly asking
how we can live up to that responsibility and lessen their pain.

Congressman Don Pease is joining us in Connecticut today. Don
is from Ohio, and I want to report you are all getting your taxpay-
er money's worth. We in the House of Representatives were in ses-
sion well after midnight last night and Bob Matsui was called to
California and could not make it here today, but Don got up early
and got on the plane, and we thank you, Don, for coming here to
Connecticut. He is one of the original sponsors of the 1980 legisla-
tion.

Thank you very much for coming. Mr. Pease.
Mr. PEASE. Thank you very much.
I will be brief also because I look forward to hearing from the

witnesses who volunteered to come and share their expertise with
us

I come this morning for two reasons. One is my interest in the
topics to be discussed. I strongly believe that children are the most
important asset that we have in the Nation, and we need to make
sure that the provisions in the law for helping them are working
the way they are supposed to work.

The second reason I come is, frankly, out of respect for Bin bara
Kennelly, who is a new member of the House Ways and Means
Committee and the Subcommittee on Public Assistance and Unem-
ployment Compensation. I must say she has been an outstanding
member of that subcommittee and certainly is well respected by
the other members of the committee, including myself, so I am
pleased to be here this morning with her.

Mrs. KENNELLY. Thank you, Don.
As you might expect, our Governor intended to be here with us

today, but he has other duties because of the severe flooding. Mil-
dred Williams is taking his place and is kind enough to testify. Mil-
dred.
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STATEMENT OF MILDRED WILLIAMS ON BEHALF OF
HON. WILLIAM A. O'NEILL, GOVERNOR OF CONNECTICUT

Ms. WILLIAMS. Congresswoman Kennelly and members of the
Subcommittee on Public Assistance and Unemployment Compensa-
tion of the House Ways and Means Committee, I am very happy to
welcome you to the State capitol.

The Child Welfare and Adoption Assistance Act, adopted by the
Congress in 1980, has proven to be a very important law in sul
porting quality care for the children of our State and Nation.

As you know, this legislation established a series of requirements
for the States in order for them to qualify for financial assistance
in two specific areas: child welfare services and foster care and
adoption. I am very pleased to be able to report to you that Con-
necticut has made significant progress during the past 4 years in
complying with these provisions. We have in place a statewide case
management system, a written treatment plan for every child in
our care which is reviewed every 6 months, and the 18-month dis-
positional hearing, just to name a few.

I am also pleased to report that we have been able to reduce the
number of children in placement for 6 months or more. As of the
first of this year, that number was about 3,30G, or about 600 fewer
than the figure of 3 years ago.

Through our compliance with the law, we in Connecticut have
been able to secure approximately $6 million under title IV-B. We
have matched those Federal dollars with nearly $13 million in
State funds, and this money has certainly enabled Connecticut to
improve its child welfare and foster care and adoption services con-
siderably. For example, these funds have helped us to arrange
more than 460 subsidized adoptions over the past 3 fiscal years. I
expect that this year's number will push the 4-year total close to
600.

There is only one area in which Connecticut is not in compliance
with the Federal law. This is the area, as defined by a judicial de-
termination, that requires "reasonable efforts" to prevent removal
of a child from a home. The reason for cur noncompliance is that
the Federal Government did not define "reasonable efforts" until
January of this year. Our Department of Children and Youth Serv-ices is at work right now with our judicial system to develop a
process that will bring Connecticut into compliance. I am confidentthat such a system will soon be in place.

Later today, you will be hearing more about this program in
much g-eater detail. I am sure that you will agree that Connecticut
has doLe an excellent job in this most important and compassion-
ate area.

Thank you for this opportunity to summarize the Connecticut
program.

Mrs. KENNELLY. Thank you, Mildred. You mentioned the one
area of noncompliance at the end of your statement. Are there any
other major barriers?

Ms. WILLIAMS. Barbara, I am sorry, I don't know that much
about the bill. I was only asked to come and read the statement.

Mrs. KENNELLY. Well, thank you very much.

8
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Ms. WILLIAMS. Commissioner Mark Marcus is here and also
members of the staff that would be able to answer any questions
that you might have.

Mrs. KENNELLY . Thank you. We appreciate your coming repre-
senting the Governor.

The first panel from inside the system is Kathy Lutz, Milford,
CT, foster parent; Louise Bray, Pawcatuck, CT, foster parent;
Rachel Rossow, Ellington, CT, foster parent; and Michael Rohde,
Meriden, CT, president, Connecticut Association of Private and
Nonprofit Child Care Agencies.

I think the best way to proceed is if we start with your testimo-
ny, and then we will go into questions. Why don't we start with
Itathleen Lutz.

STATEMENT OF KATHLEEN LUTZ, FOSTER PARENT, MILFORD, CT

Ms. Ltrrz. Fine. My name is Kathy Lutz. I live at 44 Carrington
Avenue, Milford, CT. My understanding is that you will have many
knowledgeable panelists here today to speak on the many, many
issues concerning the foster care system in Connecticut. So, if I
may, I would like to presume to speak to you on behalf of the
foster children, more specifically, the foster children that now live
in my home, and to share with you the experiences of the 125 chil-
dren who have stayed in and left our home.

I am a foster parent. I am licensed by the State of Connecticut
for a permanent family residence. My husband and i have provided
foster care for multihandicapped children, and we have done so for
more than 15 years. The children placed in our home by DCYS
suffer from a variety of problems and can no longer be kept within
a regular foster home.

They all have emotional handicaps, some are retarded, some are
learning disabled. We have had blind children, autistic children,
and physically handicapped children. The children come to stay
with us while agencies within our State deal with the problems of
their natural families.

DCYS workers in our experience for the most part make a val-
iant effort to try to provide resources for their families. While this
goes on, the children wait, they wait while adults consider them to
be safe. The State is very thoughtful, very thorough, in attempting
to provide that safety.

They are concerned with the appropriate clothing for the season,
that our home be free of unsafe things that the children have jobs
suitable to their ages, and they won't have more than four sleeping
in a room. The State wants our water to be safe to drink, which is
no easy task in the world today.

But what of the children? All of these regulations are made in
my opinion to make adults feel that the children are safe. I assure
you, the foster children in my home today do not feel safe. Their
safety is always threatened, it is unstable, it is temporary, and in
many cases at the whim of their parents. Parents are given rights,
as they should be, to visit, with their children and reestablish rela-
tionships.

Parents who have raped, burned, beaten, neglected, locked up,
tied up and left them, parents who usually don't show up for their

4..!r U "4
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scheduled appointments who show up occasionally, sporadically,
parents who are always a part of the children's lives.

Social workers in our experience do very little to help parents
visit with their children. They do very little to help them build a
better relationship with their children. And the children, ;what do
they do? They want their parents to be able to care for them. They
want their parents to love them, and they don't want to be able to
love their parents. But they don't go home; they go home for
months, and even years, and sometimes never.

Time goes by, and they stay, always ready to go. Safety, we do
not provide foster children, safety is an illusion of foster care, it
never comes to a child so long as they are a foster child. Our re-
sources are often not enough. Because funding for preventative
services is sparse, because people whose lives are in such turmoil
no longer, if they have ever had, have the determination and
strength to change and provide homes for their children. Therapy,
the answer to everything, is not enough.

And still the children wait, they wait for safety. How do they
fare in our home while they wait? They make initial gains, they
learn more social behavior, they eat better, maybe, but the pain, it
never goes away, the longing, it never goes away.

The children adapt as well as this limbo way of life allows them
to. They lie because they often don't know when it is safe to tell
the truth. They steal in an effort to satisfy their needs, the longing.
They wet their beds, they wet their pants, they soil their pants,
they are often sick with colds and allergies, their bodies often take
over to relieve the stress their minds are constantly suffering.

And when their pain is so obnoxious, to all of us, we put them in
residential facilities, because they are too crazy to live in the com-
munity and there they continue to wait.

They wait while our overloaded, understaffed courts delay their
safety, while judges and lawyers and parents get continuances for
month after month after month. No one can ever answer my ques-tion as to why the children wait. The laws have time constraintsbuilt intt. them, they are ignored, they are abused. After all, it is
only the child who waits.

Then when we as a society have further damaged them, which
we do in foster care, we finally after 1 year or 2 or 5 or more settle
their lives. We send them home, or leave them in foster care or
send them into adoption, and we think it is over. It is not over. The
scars are too deep, we took too long.

Our aim, in my opinion, should be to eradicate foster care, to
provide excellent service to families in crisis, to never remove a
child without a plan to make that move permanent. Then the in-terim placement, that we could still call foster care, should never
exceed more than 6 months. A safe time should not be denied achild for more than that period.

Preventative services and swift decisions and justice shoud be
our aim and our goal. Eight children are waiting in my home todayfor safety.

Thank you
Mrs. KENNELLY Thank you for your excellent testimony.
Louise Bray

I 0
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STATEMENT OF LOUISE BRAY, FOSTER PARENT, PAWCATUCK. CT

Ms. BRAY. My name is Louise Bray. I am a foster and adoptive
parent from Pawcatuck, CT.

Having been a foster parent for the past 9 years and over 60 chil-
dren passing through our home, I would like to say the system is
getting better. What I would like to see is the best possible system
for our children.

Children are staying in care for shorter periods of time. The
filing for commitment within 90 days seems to be a reason for this.
Treatment plans are started immediately when all resources are
available.

I have also seen this as a pressure and a child going home to an
unhealthy situation so that a commitment need not be filed just be-
cause all the resources were not in place, such as family counseling
and a parent aide. There are a number of cases like this, where a
couple more months in care is a safer route and commitment is not
really needed. This would lead to untying the court system too with
unnecessary commitment hearings.

The 18-month judicial review is also crowding the court system.
It is an extremely needed guideline, but a special system should be
set up to handle just these reviews.

The treatment plan review seems to be effective and keeps every-
one informed and alert to what is happening.

There are a number of things that could set us well on the road
to having the best possible system for our children, the first being
more caseworkers; lessen their case loads so they can do a better
job and not burn out so quickly. This could cause a large impact on
the number of children being placed. A worker could spend more
time with families preventing crises from happening.

Second, we need more resources to work with, specialized coun-
selors for older child adoption, multiplacement, and sexual abuse,
et cetera. We don't reed to be put on a waiting list when we are in
a crisis. A crisis doesn't wait.

We need more daycare facilities for birth-parent and foster par-
ents. Foster parents are very busy people doing many things for
their children and child care is very often hard to find especial
with difficult or large numbers of children.

Parent aides are another greatly needed resource. Often a child
could go back home if only there were a parent aide to hook that
family up with.

All these things take more funds. One of the biggest areas that
funds are needed is in the board and care rates. We are losing fam-
ilies at an astounding rate. A few of the reasons for this are that
the children being placed are harder to work with. There is no res-
pite care for foster families and families aye burning out quicker.

Many families are finding it necessary for both husband and wife
to work. The care rate doesn't make it possible for one of them to
stay at home. All the other professionals that work with children
are paid adequately. We often find ourselves digging into our own
pockets. There are a lot of extras the children need that we need to
get for them: vitamins, cough syrup, prom dress, tux, bikes, et
cetera. The clothing allotments are not nearly enough.

11
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With enough funds, we could have the best system possible.
Fewer children would come into care and those that do would get
the services they need. This would give them a life with a future
before time runs out on them, as it has in the past.

Thank you.
Mrs. KENNELLY. Thank you.
Michael Rohde.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL ROHDE, PRESIDENT, CONNECTICUT
ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE AND NONPROFIT CHILD CARING
AGENCIES. AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CURTIS HOME
CHILDREN'S PROGRAM

Mr. ROHDE. Congresswoman Kennelly, Congresssman Pease, wel-
come to Connecticut. Thank you for this opportunity to present tes-timony to your committee.

My name is Michael Rohde. I am the executive director of theCurtis Home Children's Program in Meriden, which is a private,nonprofit child caring and child placing agency. I am also thepresident of the Connecticut Association of Child Caring Agencies,
a group of 16 agencies, several of whom provide child placementservices.

In my present capacities, I have the opportunity to sef what ishappening with the Connecticut foster care system. In particular,the efforts to reunite children with their biological parents after re-moval from their home situation and also the placement of chil-dren in permanent nonbiological family homes.
First of all, I would like to comment that Public Law 96-272 hasbeen very positive and important legislation for children in thechild welfare system. It has focused attention, energy, and re-

sources on children at risk, displaced children, and children in driftin the child welfare system. The 6-month administrative reviewshave had a significant positive impact on treatment planning andaccour tability for the child in the system.
The administrative reviews are still relatively new, and there ale

some continuing problems which merit attention, namely, thetreatment agency providing services to the child (that is, residen-tial treatment) does not routinely get invited to the administrative
review, nor does the treatment agency routinely receive copies ofthe child's treatment plan. Attention must be paid to this problemto ensure that good communication and coordination between and
among the State agency and private treatment facility takes place.Probably the single biggest problem with 96-272 presently is thelack of adequate funding to insure necessary services to children
being reunited with biological families and to children being placedin new families. Our experience in placing children in families(their own or one recruited to be their permanent family) indicatesthat:

One, it is exceedingly difficult work which requires a tremendousamount of time, commitment, and resources to be successful.Two, it requires a sustained effort over a significant period of
time by the family, child and supporting resources.I believe there are some myths in operation which create a falseillusion. These myths say: "Put the child back into his/her family
and everything will be OK." That is simply not the case. Most of

1.2
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the children and families we deal with have serious problems of
longstanding nature. Often these involve physical abuse, neglect,
alcoholism, generational family instability, and increasingly the
problem of child sexual abuse. These problems are not readily or
easily dealt with, and they are rarely, if ever, cured. If supportive
services are not available to that child and family upon reunifica-
tion, the odds are that it will not work.

Another myth that creates an unfortunate illusion is "Place the
child in a loving, committed family, and everything will be OK."
We have found that even when we place our best kids with our
best reci sited families, it is still a most difficult task to establish a
permanent family placement which lasts. The absolutely critical
factor to success is the support services available to the child and
family for up to and over 2 years duration in most cases. Most fam-
ilies have absolutely no idea what challenges and peoblems will be
presented by the child and what dynamics will be triggered in their
family system.

Another myth which hampers the work of reunification and
child placement is "Providing support services creates a dependen-
cy situation of the family on a service provider." This rationale was
given by a local child welfare office not to fund after-care services
to two girls returning to an incestuous family situation. Needless to
say, the replacement didn't work. It is important to recognize that
supportive services including after-care, crisis intervention, parent
aides, and respite care are absolutely necessary and critical to most
successful permanent farrl!v placements for children. These serv-
ices make the diffe-z.nce be.ween success and failure. While they
do not guarantee success ;It all cases, their absence generally guar-
antees failure.

In conclusion, 96-n2 has been a good start in providing better
focus and accountability for children in the child welfare system.
The major problem is the lack of adequate fundirg to provide the
crucial services necessary for child reunification and permanent
family placement to be successful.

Thank you.
MiS. KENNELLY. Thank you, sir.
Rachel Rossow.

STATEMENT OF RACHEL ROSSOW, FOSTER PARENT, ALPHA AND
OMEGA, ELLINGTON, CT

Ms. Rossow. I have some booklets that, Jhris asked perhaps I
pass out.

I feel rather awkward being here. What I feel very comfortable
speaking about are children, not the foster care system, so I feel
very awkward.

I really could only just reiterate what the ladies have said before
Mt:, and agree wholeheartedly in support of their comments. Per-
haps what I would like to do is address my comments specifically
toward children with disabilities, and the urgency and the need
they have for permanency in their lives.

Mrs. KENNELLY. We want to hear that.
Ms. Rossow. "A person who is severely impaired," Helen Keller

said, "never knows his hidden strength until he is treated like a
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normal human being and encouraged to shape his own life." It is
paramount that the normalcy of the child be considered foremostand the youngster be given notice as soon as possible of his or herfamily placement decisions, as it is important to have realistic un-derstanding and expectations of the specific needs that a particularchild might have. We must not lose sight of the fact that this cere-bral palsy or learning disability or spina bifida is housed within a

If allowed an appropriate environment and family, such a childpossesses the same hopes, fears, and joys as all other youngsters.Each of us becomes a psychologically well-adjusted adult by findinga delicate balance between the identification of our own strengthsand abilities and the understanding and acceptance of our own lim-itations. The ideal situation occurs when this balance is interhar-monized or mirrored by an e;:ternal harmony about our own familyand community.
Ft r youngsters with special needs, the acceptance of their limita-tions is more difficult if they are not pushed by an acceptingfamily. For childrer with a disability and without a stable family,the task of becoming a psychologically well-adjusted adult is almostimpossible.
The needs of all children to accept their abilities ispredicated

first on trusting one another, then trusting themselves. The perma-nency of an accepting family becomes the bridge over which chil-dren will be able to accept and understand their own strength andlimitations. I think if there are any thoughts I could leave anybodywith it is that right there.
If I could share with you an experience we have. Right now wehave 14 children. We have a little boy that is, officially, a fosterchild in our home. He has been with us since August. His name isRoy. He acquired polio almost 2 years ago. Up until then he was astreet kid, and for the last 2 years he a quadraplegic, getting usedto the new body and new person that he will be for the rest of hisdays, most of his life.
In the last 2 years, in his mind and in the people's around him,the focus was on what he could no longer do or accomplish. Be-cause we have been amazed with his artistic ability. He cannot usethese fingers at all except in this fashion, but on this hand he cangrasp a pencil like this and draw incredible proportions. We had anartist come by the house and evaluate him, and he was excitedwith h:s ability.
The point I want to make is we can accept the fact his legs willnever work and the fact he does have ability, he does have giftsthat he can enrich all of society with plus his own life. He woke upthis morning so excited. He is going to start a whole art program.It is very exciting.
As I say, every one of us has a we can offer our families, ourcow. unities, one another, ours, tiink step one has got to beto realize that the chi1dr ,n an, and that this tremendousneed for permanency is what hat, been attested to so strongly here;and then step two is including the children, whatever the disabil-ity, emotional and mental, physicqi, into our society; and three,needing them, wanting their gifts, allowing them to share the giftsthat they have as much as the gifts we have to offer them.
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I know I am a little all over the place. The booklet, by the way,
was written as an open letter to parents that have given birth to
children with severe disabilities. The pictures in there are all of
our children. I use them because our children are so pretty. But it
is not about us. It is really a booklet that we give to parents that
have just given birth to children and when they are in the decision-
making time of what they do with their lives and their children.

Families interested in adopting children with special needs can
be characterized by specific qualities. At any given time these char-
acteristics will be found in one or more family members, but not
necessarily the same family mernher consistently.

First, the families, including t parents and children, view it as
a unit. There is a sense of cohesiveness that leads to general traits
and openness and ability to recognize and define both individuals
and family needs. A realisti" attitude toward special needs, they
are seen part of the whole, neither denied, nor allowed to become
an obsession.

A humanistic religious motivation seems to permeate these fami-
lies, a high level of tolerance of frustration, and flexibility, this
ability to adapt to long- and short-term goals peacefully; and all
families expect parents to follow fundamental processes of develop-
ment.

At some point there must be a willingness on the part of parents
to place their own needs in abeyance temporarily, sacrifice paren-
tal interests for the sake of one or more of the youngster's needs,
and in time, as the family's single purpose evolves, the need of par-
ents and children come to complement each other.

Families can include children with the most severe disabilities.
We have seen heartaches for some families with two children, one
with a severe disability and one with a normal child, with the fami-
lies trying to live two completely separate lives. They have two sets
of vacations, two sets of friends, two sets of schools, and they are
always being torn apart. It is really just as easy to go camping with
a child in a wheelchair as a child without a wheelchair. Families
need to know these thing,. They need to see themselves as a unit
and to have their parenting confirmed and the world around them.

Some of the obstacles that we have seen to adoption are errone-
ous assumptions about the lives of children with special needs.
Some children with severe disabilities or children who are termi-
nally ill require hospitalization. S..me of our children have no ter-
minal situations; again, they can have just a, much fun going to
the Fortune Fair, or Simone who NIH records as the oldest living
person with her degree of osteogenicity. She was at the State cap-
ital last week, and was thrilled enoughGovernor O'Neill waved
to her. Again, she was just as excited being here as anything else,
and the life that she deals with.

We are not unusual in that there are families all over the
placeI would like to take a secona to describe our little Benja-
min. Benjamin was born with a brainstem only. He does not have
hearing or vision. What he does have is the ability to chuckle, to
laugh, to touch people. He is 5 years of age; developmentally, some-
where around 1 to 2 months of age.

What is wrong with him? You remember back, our own children,
it is a delightful time. It is a time when the youngsters, they have
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gotten over the newborn stage of waking all times at different
hours. We are not the only ones that have adopted youngsters with
the diagnosis that Benjamin has.

Melissa is in Indiana, with the same diagnosis. She is now three.
There is Paul, a little boy out in the Midwest, again with the same
diagnosis. These adopted childrenCourtney is now seven with a
brainstem that would be probably from the medical standpoint the
most severe disability of a child who could survive and never have
any cognitive ability. And these are children in permanent fami-lies, too, adoptive. Courtney is in the situation where her mother
that she is living with has a private arrangement with the birthmother.

The point that I would like to make in that is to expand our ho-rizon. What we mean by adoptive families, in many cases they aresingle parents, older parents, that would like to spend 5 years dedi-
cated to a child they know has a terminal illness. I am familiar
with one mother who moved from one State to another. And I
asked her why she was going to have to move, and she said in theState she was in, she could only have five foster children. Her
mother had 20 and was a damn good Another. She wanted more
childr so she was sharp enough to call first the State agency to
see 1' Asi many children they would allow her to have, and that iswhy e she went. And she was a single parent living in the inner
city and doing a marvelous job parenting the children.

I would ask to expand the view of what we mean by parent and
the same say expand the view of what we mean by child. And if
you see a child with a terminal illness, a child severely disabled,above all that is a child. Simone is now a freshman at Ellington
High School. She is in an electric wheelchair. She was at New 'Brit-
ain Memorial Hospital for the fast 51/2 years of her life, and she is
truly proud of herself. She is still a teenager.

At the last day of junior high school, she said, "I have to have
bubble gum." I said, "Why? I can't stand the smell of that stuff."She said, "That is it, because my teacher can"., either. I havewaited until the last day of juniar high so I could."

They have the same dream, same hopes as all others. If they aregiven the permanency Kathy talks about, that foundation, the
family, and accepted as a part of a community.

I am afraid some of the comments, and again these are from avariety of experiences of working with vat ious situations, birth
families and adopted familieq. and foster families, if I were to addtwo of the things that have been the biggest to our children, apartfrom the legislatica we are discussing today, it is 94-142 and 504.
The 94-142 truly has opened doors. I would like to kiss the personthat originally thought of it. Tip until that was implemented in
September 1980, our children could attend school, but they couldnot go to the bathroom because they were in wheelchairs and the
restrooms were inaccessible. In a variety of weird ways they had to
survive. It was a disaster.

What I want to do is stress the appreciation on the parts of fami-lies, not just ourselves, but I have heard it from every family Iknow, of the child about the disability, the tremendous need for 94-
142, to continue that, in fact. And to continue the right of the par-ents to be involved. We hear every now and again that might
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erode. The parents would have to be informed of the process and be

an integral part of it. Those parents have to be there because
teachers, social wcrkers come and go. The chile eaches 18 or 21,
and it's the parents who have a life long commitment.

That would be adoptive parents or birth parents.
Another aspect, the tremendous need for catastrophic health in-

surance to carry children and follow the children. We see that
parent births we have been involved with, just the tremendous
need for that. It can be devastating if this is, say, a third born to a
family, a child has spinabifida, if at that time the primary bread-
winner would be unemployed, again just tc reiterate the need,

some sort of catastrophic health insurance could be attached to
every child that is disabled to an entitlement to the child and
follow the fold wherever the child, a foster family or birth family.

Again, the idea of 504, our children, now Eddie, now working at
a Stop-and-Shop, I thought it ironic talking about subsidies for
adoptive families, Stop-and-Shop receives because they have em-
ployed Eddie, why couldn't families receive an additional, the same
sort of thing, and they would receive that after he is 18 because he
is multipally disabled, why can't families receive the same sort of
thing, whatever we can do to encourage and keep and maintain the
most critical aspect.

Something I know has been discussed down in Washington, the
concept of a child ombudsman. If I could speak to that, I know it's
been brought up at various times regarding Senate bill 1003. My
understanding is that it really may not go this year. I feel it's an
important concept. I would like to mention it at this time. The role
that I saw for the child ombudsman would be a distinct office
within every State.

The minute that the child who was severely disabled would be
born, where there might be questions of whether or not to treat the
child, the ombudsman could come, and a professional colleague to
the doctor, to provide information to the parents. The number of

calls we get for the simplest requests for information, it's maybe
because the world of knowledge is just expanding so fast there isn't
any one doctor or social worker that can keep up with it.

There is a child ombudsman similar to the Older Americans Act
hat has an ombudsman for senior citizens, where the person would

be a real expert, and services out there for children to follow along
after the family goes home. We do see a deed for this.

It could also provide the possibility of adoption if the birth family
feels they could not. That person would be there again, knowledge-
able of all services available to the child. And speaking with 'ne
doctor, he was helped off the neonatal clinic outside of Boston. He
did not know any children with Down's syndrome had been adopt-
ed. His world was too busy. That was, he had never heard, he truly
thought the only two options he had to place before a birth family
would take the child home and institutionalize the child or do not
treat the child at all.

That whole other option of adoption in Westchester County, New
York, they have a 2-year waiting list with children with Down's
syndrome. It's again the professional ombudsman that would be in
the State, that would be called immediately, could share this sort
of chore.

37-42s o 84 -
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I would like to say again, children with special needs are fre-quently described in terms of their deviation from the norm ratherthan with the attention to their abilities and interests and person-ality. Furthermore, children with disabilities tend to be viewedwith medical indulgence; there is the assumption that if the childis in an institution their needs are being met. If a child is multiplyhandicapped in a hospital, all of their needs are being met. It is avery erroneous assumption.
None of our children when they came home could use the word"my." When Eddie came home the only thing with his name on itwas his wooden leg. All the clothes, the nurses had gone through,we had a whole list of all the children, none of our children knewbecause the society that they lived in did not conform. This was histoy, this was his polo. I remember there was a pacifier in his bed.The nurse said when he was out eating lunch there was a littlebaby that used his crib for a nap.
He didn't have a bed that was his. Some of the emotional scars ofbeing without families are the things which we find truly handi-capping conditions in our children. The legs, arms that don't work,those things are inconvenient, those challenges the children canmeet. Being without a family without that personality commitmenton the part of one adult is a scar that they cannot overcome bythemselves.
The challenge to all of us is to do everything that we can to pro-side permanent families for children.
Mrs. KENNELLY. Thank you. You must never hesitate to shareyour marvelous resource of knowledge. Only you, by experience,can give that to us, and I just thank you.
Your attitude is so marvelous. I know how well-known you andyour husband have become. Let me express my gratitude to youand to other witnesses, Mrs. Lutz and Mrs. Bray.
Mr. Pease, would you like to ask some questions?
Mr. PEASE. Yea.
Thank you very much. I certainly enjoyed and profited from thetestimony. I have just a couple of questions.
Mrs. Lutz, I was interested in your comment that children do notfeel safe, and I am struggling to understand a little better in whatsense they don't feel safe. I gather that it is not primarily phy :'..calthat the don't feel safe--is that correct?psychologically?Cot& you amplify that for me?
Mrs. Ltrrz. Yes.
In fent, we have a local therapist who helped me understandwhat safety means to a child. If a child is in my home, I would liketo think that I provide them with excellent care. But they are notthere permanently, and the unknown of where they are going is avery unsafe thing for a child to grapple with. They aren't safe inmy home because it is not a permanent plane for them; it is afoster home.
Mr. PEASE. When the law talks about safety, the law talks pri-marily about physical safety.
Mrs. Ltrrz. The law talks about safety from an adult point ofviewnot from a child's point of view.
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Mr. PEASE. But the children look at it from the point of vLew of
long-term security, knowing where they are going to be; is tliat cor-
rect?

Mrs. LuTz. That is what is important to a childlong-term secu-
rity. As Rachel indicated, an adult that they know they can count
on for the rest of their lives.

Mr. PEASE. So I gather you would say the emphasis then ought to
be on, as I think you indicated, reducing the period of uncertainty
as much as possible for children, making that period as short as
possible.

Mrs. Ltrrz. Absolutely; because as long as it is allowed to go on
endlessly, which it iswe have laws, we have policies, and they are
all written with the best intent. Unfortunately, it seems to be diffi-
cult to implement them, so what happens is that the children end
up waiting long periods of time.

As an example, I have two children in my home now, a brother
and sister siblings, who have been waiting for over 3 years for the
court to terminate parental rights and for them to be adopted. This
was a plan, on the part of the department, after they were placed
in my home for 6 months. Everyone was concerned that the par-
ents of these children would be unable to ever provide them with a
safe home; and yet, it took another 21/2 years to free those children
for adoption.

There are rulings, as Louise indicated, that within 90 days
papers must be filed in court; the court must guarantee that a
court date is assigned within 30 days; and the court dates are defi-
nitely assigned. Of course, they are continued and they are contin-
ued, and no one says anything about the amount of continuances
you can have. No one says anything about when this must be
heard.

I understand there are situations when more time is needed, but
I don't feel that these continuances that take place in our court
system ever consider the needs of the childnot ever. It is never
the child that needs a continuance; it is always one of the adults.

A lawyer has a more important case scheduled in a higher court
where he receives perhaps better compensation. Judges are rotated,
so if their period for rotation is about to come up they are certainly
not going to get involved in a lengthy termination case. So it is
continued. Lawyers don't show up; parents don't show up. We have
a child whose case was continued 11 times because his mother
failed to show up.

Children don't ask for the postponement, and they are not safe
as long as we adults continue to dally with their lives.

Mr. PEASE. I think that is a very good statement and a very accu-
rate one.

A couple of weeks ago I had the occasion to visit the Domestic
Relations Court in my home county. It was incredible to me how
busy it was, how many people were around there. Clearly, that is
an overloaded court. So there are reasons for the delays.

I know a lot of lawyers routinely think in terms of postpone-
ments and continuations for even the most trivial reasons. I
wonder if you might look at that in terms of Ms. Rossow's idea of
an ombudsman? Is there any thought at all of an advocate for the
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children to go into court and say, "I object to a continuation," orchallenge the basis for a continuation?
Mrs. Lutz. a is my understanding that we in Connecticut have aCIP program in effect and that there are people who monitor the

courts. I, myself, am not terribly clear about what it is they do be-
cause they do much more for the children in my home.

Mr. PEASE. Anybody else?
Ms. Rossow. I know that particular program. What they do, inour situation, they call to find out how many visits or how many

times the family contacted again with Roy.
Mrs. Lurz. Are you in contact with them? How do they know tocontact you?
Ms. Rossow. The court program where there is a volunteer that

comes. Apparently, they were assigned to the courts.
Mrs. Lutz. Perhaps my children aren't worthy enough to have

anyone assigned.
Ms. Rossow. This is brandnew. But they are very thorough. And

what they do is seek information to take back to he judge to make
a decision onthe number of visits, the number of overnights, havethe things that the judge had written down at the last time they
have been followed through by the birth family, so they are betterequipped to make a decision. And, again, it is a help to a socialworker, too, to provide again one more piece of the pie for thejudge to make a decision.

Mrs. KENNELLY. Are those volunteers?
Ms. Rossow. Yes.
My understanding is that they really have provided a very realservice, and this is the firs:, time they have been involved with oneof our youngsters that was involved with it. But my understandingis that they really are providing a real service. I think it started bygoing through records and again things that social workers wouldlike to do, but don't have the time because of their caseloads. Sothey really are providing a necessary service for the children, atthe same time.
I would like to just really stress that tirae factor. Even if a childis in a family that is accepting and all this, if they are foster chil-drenand we see this within our little Roy. It is so sad; we go tohave a family picture taken, and he can't be in it. We cannot getpermission. There is a divisive factor that is always thereuntil

the decision is made, that either we could adopt him or support the
birth family to have him taken back.

I think the thing that is so critical for all children is that they
are able to really bond with someone that they know is going to bethere. The words like "commitment" and "permanency," to me itgets down to bonding that this child and this adult would really
become one. And bonding together is the most marvelous situation
where the product is much greater than the pieces that you startwith, because every one of us that have ever loved anybody knows
this is energy, and there is a maximum of both, and you end upagain where 2 plus 2 equals 25 instead of 4.

That is the kind of inner strength and courage that the childrenneed, and that is what they receiv9 from the permanency andadoption and bonding, and whatever it is that goes into it.
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Mrs. Lurz. A foster home cannot provide that, you must under-
stand, if you understand nothing else. We cannot provide a child

with a sense of permanency and belonging. All we can do is do the

best we can for them while they wait.
Ms. Rossow. Unless the decisions are made-
Mr. PEASE. I don't want to monopolize the questioning time, but I

would like to pursue one more point, and that is to ask whether
there is some sort of tension involved in the concept of returning
the child to his natural parents, and whether there is a need for as

short a time as possible before the child knows what the situation
is going to be.

In many situations, I would think, where the child is taken out

of the home, it is because there is some problem in the home. How

long do you wait to see whether that problem is resolved before the
decision is made to terminate that relationship and try to seek

adoption or other permanent placement? In other words, I see a
tension of sorts if you wait 1 year or 2 years or 3 years to see
whether the natural parents can get their lives together and be in

a position to accept a child back in the home.
So when the child feels this lack of safety to which you refer, is

there that tension, and what can be done about that?
Ms. Rossow. I would like to add a footnote.
There is also a third option; that is the situation where it is

notI realize I am talking about a unique aspect of foster care
the situation that we have been involved with, the family stayed

intact; the siblings stayed intact. It was because the child has mul-
tidisabilities, that the child is seen as a problem and the child is
removed from the family; the child is never brought home from the
hospital. That is a different situation.

The families go on intact. It is the child that has been removed. I

believe that is totally different.
Mrs. LUTZ. It often happens to children who have other handi-

caps other than physical ha:idicaps. It is not at all unusual for
there to be a child that lerives the familywould you not agree?
and that other children stay in the family?

Ms. Rossow. It is viewed that the child has the problemnot the
family has a problem. So that the familyagain, that is where in

my mind there is a third option of whether or not a family could

care for a child's special needs, which in dealing with birth families
that have made the decision not to continue parenting their own
birth child, that is the way we explain it to them, and that is the
way they seem to be able to accept it much better and then to go
on with their own lives.

Mr. PEASE. As a general rule, if you have to tilt in one direction

or another, do you tilt in the direction of allowing as much time as
possible to see whether the natural family unit can be united, or do

you tilt in the direction of making a decision earlier on so that the
child will know what the situation is?

Mrs. LUTZ. I think what I am saying is that the decision should
be made before that child is ever removed from the home. What we

need is much greater service to natural families, to a child in a
natural environment. As soon as we move the child from that envi-
ronment, we are creating a new kind of life for them. Either it is
adoption or foster care.
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But what I am saying to you is, we need help to provide serviceto these families in a crisis. Lots and lots of service. With thehandicapped child, to enable parents to understand what the dis-ability is, before they have the child removed. For the people. incrisis, the help and the rehabilitative services really need to be pro-vided while that child is still in the home.
We shouldn't remove a child unless we plan to make that movepermanent. That is what I am saying. That is not what we do. Thatis what I think we should do.
Ms. BRAY. I have seen for myself the children are coming in andthe first thing I will do is ask what is the treatment plan. It is likethe minute they walk in the door, I want to know what the plan isfor this child so I know where I have to be working from with thischild, whether it is to be returned home; just all the simple thingswe need to know. From there, lots of times they can't even t.0.1 you,begin to tell you where the case is going to be.
Within those first 75 days, usually somethingsome type of defi-nite plan is made. I am finding more of the children I receive gohome; they are not staying in care as long. I don't know if it is anarea I am in or what, but that is what I am finding.When I started being a foster parent, children stayed in myhome for like 5 years easily; 3 years was simple. Now it is probably3 to 6 months.
The problem I find is the court system. It is the most atrociousthing that can happen to the kidsto get caught in the courts. Ifakid can stay out of the courts, he is much better off.Even to go for commitment, it is not necessary, a couple moremonths in care, and then the child can be returned home to a natu-ral family and not have to get tied up in the courts with all thesehearings.
Like Kathy said, the delays are terrible. I mean, two attorneyshave appointments at the same time; judges don't even show up forhearings. Hearings are scheduled on days where there are elec-tions. I mean, it is atrocious.
You are supposed to go for a commitment within 90 days. I cansee it scheduled. It took one of our children 6 months to get com-mitted. So there is 9 months out of that child's life before anythingcan even be done to even start the process.We knew termination was going to be the process there. Nowyou have to wait another year before you can even go for it. It isjust the courts hold it up. Then the judges take any time theywant, actually any time. They could take from 1 day to 1 year tomake a decision on a case while that child sits in my home. And Ihave seen one child that waited 6 months for a decision for termi-nation, and I mean that is 6 months he was waiting to be adopted.In that time, like Mrs. Lutz talked about, those children do bond;they bond to us. And that, to me, is the worst thing that canhappen to that child. In one respect, it is good that he can do that;but in another way, it hurts that child much more when they haveto leave us and go on living a life that they don't know anythingabout. They sit with us and bond to us feeling we are their family,psychologically and physically. But then the day comes when the:,are just pulled out. It does make it very hard on them.Mr. PEASE. Thank you.
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Mrs. KENNELLY. Mr. Rohde spoke about the difficulty you have
in training parents to do something, or what you do that could
make more parents available to take disabled children.

Ms. Rossow. What I have seen has been a real evolution within
the last really 12 years. The schools have become much more able

to understand children with disabilities; society has. The children
cannot. They can now get into churches; they couldn't 3 years ago,
or even last year. There has been a lot of evolution within our
country of accepting people who are a little bit different.

All this has a spinoff to the family. I think some of it, as far as a
place to go to find specific kinds of helpI was thinking about the
footnote to what they were saying. Somehow if we could get people
to talk to one anotherwhen I talk to the probate judges and ask
him the exact questions hereand I know particularly from one I

know is extremely consciencious and very aware of the urgency in

a child's life to make a decision, and he will say, "But all I need is
for the social workers to say yes, th.3y can guarantee that some
kind of permanency plan would be in place for the child."

I believe there has been some confusion on a court interpretation
as to whether or not an exact adoptive family has been in the
wings for termination of parental rights. How you clarify it and
how you talk to the people that make decisions, I don't know. But
it seems like somehow I hear communication, because when you
talk to the judges, some judges will be very aware of this. But I
also have heard social workers say they cannot place a child going
for termination of parental rights because they do not have an
adoptive family. They feel they are in a catch-22 situation. They
cannot find an adoptive family until the parental rights have been
terminated. It is a catch-22.

There are ways, open, creative ways, that people are trying to ap-
proach this. But somehow if there would be a way for the workers
and judge and to sort of get together and just sort of communicate
with one another, I think that would help the situation. And the
attorneys and everyone sort of involved.

But then to go back to the specific question, how can families re-
ceive help, truly the biggest thing and the places that we have re-
ceived the most help personally, has been from people that have
just accepted ul as a family and our children as children, and
treated them as children, and then the special needs again end up
being inconvenienced; that, yes, we need title XIX desperately to
pay for an electric wheel chair.

I mentioned 94-142. We know, for families have had to literally
sue States to have an education for children they knew was aca-
demically talented, but had cerebral palsy, to make sure things
that are on the books stay intact and, at the same time, help all of
us to look inside of ourselves and realize how can we expand our
own view of a person who is different and accept one another.

The rippling effects are tremendous, and in our neighborhood a
wheelchair is as ordinary as eyeglasses. It is beautiful to see. If
very nice things happenbut, as I say, the part that has been so
helpfulthe teachers that have been helpful teachers that accept-
ed our children where thisand try tc, lead them to the next
stepit was not, necessarily special ed aachers. But I do see the
need for professionals maybe to have a place to go forand that
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again the ombudsman, to me, if there could be a person that was areal professional within cnildren disabilitiesI know these are alloverbut the Baby Doe line there was a hotline. There was a callto the child with a brain stem and the person answering the tele-phone thought that the child was brain dead. And there are totally
different situations. And yet, the per-ln answering the telephonecould not make that distinction.

If there were an ombudsman in place tha. really was knowledge-able of children disabilitythat is, could give out accurate informa-tion to the familyI would love to see video tapes when childrenare born or the family is interested in adopting a child with spina-bifida, what they might expect when the child is 10 and 15 and 25,of having them in school and the workplace. And I see where a lotcf things could be done.
MTS. KENNELLY. Thank you.
Kathy, you say a child should not stay in the home longer than 6months; a dispositional hearing should be up to 18 months.Do you think there should be dispositional hearings after 6months?
Mrs. Lyn. I think that in order to change when we had a dispo-sitional hearing we would have to change at what point we placedth- child in foster care. I think that we place children in fostercare sometimes too soon. And we offer to help the family after thechild has been placed. The help should be offered to a much largerextent before.
No, I don't think it can be changed to 6 months. I think that 18months in our current system is probably reasonable. But I wouldhope that we would find a lot more funding sources to work on pre-vention before we rip a kid out of their home.
Mrs. KENNELLY. I got your message.
Mrs. Lurz. I must go because I have a child who has a doctor'sappointment at 12:30 at Yale I hat took me 2'/2 months to get.
Mrs. KENNELLY. We are going to bring the next panel on so ev-erybody can share their information. Thank you.
Mr. PEASE [presiding]. Mrs. Kennelly has been asked by the Gov-ernor to accompany him on a brief helicopter tour of the floodedareas. She will be back very shortly.
Let's begin with Ms. Gadsden.

STATEMENT OF ELLARWEE GADSDEN, DIRECTOR, ISAIAH CLARK
CLINIC, CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES, INC., HARTFORD, CT

Ms. GADSDEN Good morning. My name is Ellarwee Gadsden, andI am the director of the Isaiah Clark Family and Youth Clinic. It isa family and child mental health clinic, a branch of Child andFamily Services.
Today, I will be focusing on the child welfare aspect of workingwith at-risk children.
My point of view will be that of a line supervisor responsible forthe supervision of line staff whose daily task is to attempt to keepthese at-risk families together. I have worked with this at-risk pop-ulation for almost 16 years, both here in Connecticut and NewYork.
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Over 25 percent of the clients we see at the Dr. Isaiah Clark
Clinic fit into this at-risk category. They are considered to be at
risk because they often share some similarities:

One, most of these families are headed by young mothers who
had their first child as a young teenager; two, most are on welfare;
three, they have poor parenting skills; four, minorities are overrep-
resented; and, five, they are involved with the Department of Chil-
dren and Youth Services' protective services; either because there
are young children who are already in foster care at the time of
the referral, or they are at risk of entering the foster care system.

Our goal has been to attempt to keep families together in the
long run. I know we all agree that all children ought to be raised
at home with their families, or if for any reason they have to be
removed from the home, they should be able to return to their fam-
ilies as soon as possible.

Unfortunately, at Clark Clinic, we have found these goals to
have been admirable, but difficult to achieve. The difficulty comes
not from an absence of skills, desire, or commitment to do the job,
nor is this type of client impossible to work with.

The difficulty, as we see it, comes from the lack of demonstrably
clear financial commitment on the part of those who have the
power to adequately provide the necessary resources to get the job
done.

Our experience has been that the types of at-risk mothers who
most need our services are those who require an extra effort on our
part to help. In most cases, these mothers are wary and mistrustful
of social workers.

This misti ust, coupled with their having children who are very
young, requires that we aggressively reach out to them. However,
home visits, a standard outreach approach, is not reimbursable
through medicaid in the State of Connecticut.

This forces my agency to subsidize, from its limited endowment,
the costs of this important service. Most of these young mothers
simply do not know how to be parents.

Child and Family Services, Inc., hat. parent aides who have re-
peatedly demonstrated their skills in teac!iing parenting. However,
obtaining funds, either public or private, to pay the parent aides
for their proven ability to go into these homes in order to teach
these your4 women how to be better mothers, has also been ex-
tremely difficult to accomplish.

Child and Family Services, Inc., has funding to provide for only
two part-time parent aides to serve more than 100 such families re-
ferred to us each year.

Many of the children in these at-risk families have difficulties in
school. The causes of these difficulties are often psychological, ag-
gravated by environmental deprivation. We know that what is
needed is a close, ongoing collaaoration between our staff of social
workers, psychologists, oftentimes the psychiatrist, teachers, and
various other school personnel.

We receive no medicaid reimbursement for the services that
worker provides when she goes into a school to observe the child's
behavior, works with the teacher to develop a plan to help the
child reach his/her full academic potential.

4 4.' 0 i44 4
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Again, the agency has to pick up the cost for a service that weknow to be both effective and necessary.
Many of the children in these families cannot get along withothers of their own age. Our agency has developed group treatmentstrategies that deal effectively with these problems. Moreover, inorder to do what we know to be proven and effective, the agencyhas had to look to its own resources to purchase and maintain vansto transport these children to group session. Funds from the Stateare virtually nonexistent for this very important service.Last, but most important, we need to address the issue of preven-tion. Americans have long valued education; have believed thatthrough learning, being taught, one can improve one's future,become more prosperous, succeed.
But for some reason, we are reluctant to apply these beliefs andaspirations to the areas of child-rearing and parenting. The fact ofthe matter is that today's children neither know as much as wethink they do, nor as much as they pretend. I am not talking aboutsex education, but life education.
At Clark Clinic, we visit inner-city schools, addressing variousgrade levels, talking with children about why kids have babies,why mothers end up on welfare; that they don't have to allowanyone to thuch their 'xidies if they don't want to; that they cansucceed in spite of their environmental handicaps.We have outreached to young mothers in job programs, who aretrying to get off welfare, to let them know that there is help in thecommunity for them when the pressures of working and raisingchildren seem to be more than they can handle.
This service, as with the others, generates little or no revenue forthe agency, but because we know the services are valuable, andneeded, the agency underwrites the costs so that these services canbe offered and provided.
We understand there to be a combination of factors which havecontributed to the paucity of funds available to provide the types ofservice ',ave just been described. We cannot afford to let thisintatue.
V, t, must remember that in the long run, it costs us more tomaintain children in foster care indefinitely. It costs more to main-tain these mothers on welfare indefinitely. It costs the communitymore to maintain those who are adult products of these at-riskfamilies in jails and prisons.
If we commit ourselves to contribute our time, effort, and moneynow, it will cost us much less in the future. We must invest in ourchildren. They are our future.
Thank you.
Mr. PEASE. Thank you very much for an excellent statement.Our second witness will do me a great favor if she will help mein the pronunciation of her name.

STATEMENT OF JEAN ADNOPOZ, M.P.H., FACULTY MEMBER,CHILD STUDY CENTER, YALE UNIVERSITY; EXECUTIVE DIREC-TOR, COORDINATING COUNCIL FOR CHILDREN IN CRISIS
Ms. ADNOPOZ. I would be liapu to. You didn't do it badly. I amJean Adnopoz of Hamden, (7. i am the executive director of the
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Coordinating Council for Children in Crisis, a private DCYS sup-
'lotted program offering a range of support services for at-risk chil-
dren and families in the greater New Haven region.

I am also a faculty member of the Yale Child Study Center
where I am the coordinator of the reunification program, A major
collaborative effort involving the child study center and the De-
partment of Children Youth Services. It thin lroject and its ini-
tial findings which I would like to discuss 4 as a member of
this hearin? panel.

I would like to begin my remarks by echoing those of oth rs here
today who have already spoken of the importance of Public Law
96-272 to uur efforts to improve the quality of life for children and
families in this counay.

The act is conceptually based upon some of our best knowledge of
the needs of children and deserves our continued support and en-
thusiasm.

My purpose here today is to share with you some of the results of
the DCYS-Yale Child Study Center Reunification Program which
has offered us in Connecticut a unique opportunity to focus upon
children at risk of placement as well as those already in placement
to test new models of service.

The -*unification project is a 2-year, federally fundedtitle
IVBdemonstration program which has been implemented in two
service regions cf the State, Bridgeport and New Haven.

The primary goals of the program are the reunification of chil-
dren in out-of-home placements with their biological parents and
averting placement.

The intent of the program is to create a range of innovative serv-
ice options which will be evaluated for efficacy, reviewed for their
policy implications and hopefully, replicated throughout Connecti-
cut when appropriate.

Some of the programs which we have funded in our attempts to
create innovative means to maintain family integrity and to pro-
vide a sense of permanence for children are: Specialized parent
aide programs targeted toward substance-abtamg caretakers; ther-
apy groups, co-led by DCYS workers and outside mental health pro-
fessionals for latency age childn. long-term foster care, for ado-
lescents reunified with their biological parents and for parents of
children in DCYS institutions; intensive support services for foster
families willing to serve adolescents and work with their biological
parents; cash payments to biological parents and short-term diag-
nosis, assessment and intensive treatment for families at high risk
of disruption and placement.

We have already identified the following among a growing list of
policy and program implications, all of which are relevant to
today's discussion of Public Law 96-272.

As we have reviewed cases of children in placement, all of us
working in this project have been struck by the number of children
presented to DCYS for placement who were born to adolescent
mothers, some as young as 1? years old, who were isolated and
without any community or family support.

Althoukymany of the children of these mothers did not come
into the DCYS system until adolescence, they were basically denied
adequate parenting throughout their lives.
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Many adolescents and parents lack the capacity to consistently
meet the physical and emotional needs of their children. Programs
which help increase self-esteem, offer a sense of hopefulness and
provide an opportunity for self-sufficiency may improve mother's
self-image and subsequently improve the quality of her relationship
with her child.

The programmatic implication of this finding are vast. Addition-
ally, the facts speak to the need to provide family support pro-grams as early in a child's life as possible, and to strengthen thenetwork of prevention programs, which includes systems other
than the child welfare system.

I expect we will recommend that permanent foster care be givenlegal status as a placement option in Connecticut. For some chil-dren in placement, reunification with a biological parent is not a
reality, but termination of parental rights is also unrealistic.

For these children, permanent foster care presents the most
stable placement alternative possible. Permanent foster care would
give the child and the foster family a sense of permanence and self-
determination, it would also help to reduce the number of childrenin the active DCYS caseloads.

We have also discussed the use of legal risk placements in which
a child is placed with a family which is prepared to adopt the childif the child is legally free for adoption. The overriding presumption
in these cases is that parental rights will be terminated and that
placement in the legal risk home minimizes the placement possi-
bilities and allows the child to experience a sense of permanency as
quickly as possible.

The need to professionalize the foster parent is part of our childwelfare rhetoric. However, we have to continually work toward
this goal. This will require additional professional support to foster
families, either from DCYS directly or by contract from privateagencies.

Our project suggests that financial payments +o foster parents
separate from payments related to the child's needs might avert
some placement disruptions and reduce current difficulties in re-
cruiting appropriate foster homes.

We will also support cash payments directly to biological parents
for purposes such as security deprsits and furnishings.

Collaboration and linkage between community, home, school, andplacement programs is necessary if children in placement are to re-ceive any benefits or for society to achieve any cost benefit from
our costliest interventions, out-of-home placements. Too many chil-dren are returned home without adequate support or without
family or community involvement in the process.

It is unrealistic to expect to return a child to an unchanged oruninformed environment and expect that any gains made by the
child while in placement will be maintained.

These are but a few of the issues with which the Reunification
Program staff has struggled. Our project is still under way, ourfinal report will be available early in 1985. Even now, we can saythat our knowledge of what children and families need for health
growth and development is extensive.

Public Law 96-272 allows us to implement this knowledge con-
structively and usefully.
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Unfortunately, there is inadequate funding available for us to do
what we know how to do at the level at which it must be done.
Therefore, we urge that the Congress allocate the authorized fund-

ing levels of $226 million for this act. We can do no less for our

children.
Thank you.
Mr. PEASE. Thank you very much.
Mr. Dunne?

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL J. DUNNE, DIRECTOR, PLACEMENT

PROGRAM, CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES, INC., HARTFORD, CT

Mr. DUNNE. Ivi'y name is Michael J. Dunne. I am director of the
Placement Program for Child and Family Services, Inc., a private
nonprofit multifunction social service and child welfare agency
serving the greater Hartford area.

I would like to fcr as my remarks today on prevention of out-of-

home placements, and the question of adoptive placement of chil-

dren.
It is no surprise that the cost of preventing placement of a child

is a very small fraction of the cost of carrying out such a place-
ment away from home.

The Adoption Assistance end Child Welfare Act deserves a lot of

credit for helping to focus attention on keeping children out of the
child placement system, as well as finding permanency for those al-

ready there.
There are two kinds of prevention that are still, however, under-

served in Federal assistance; one because Public Law 96-272 has

never been fully funded, and the other because funding authorities
have never adequately addressed it.

When some parents react to problems of life that have become

overwhelmingpoverty, unemployment, lack of education, lack of
child-raising skills, poor housingby becoming violent to the per-
ceived cause of their distress, their own children, a fairly common
societal response used to be to remove the children into the foster
care system, often creating one problem to solve another.

How much more efficient it is to bring needed resources within

reach of those parents before the child is removed. Not just within

the same community, but within the family 's own home.
That kind of preventive resource, such as Parent Aides, has been

proven to be highly effective. Its only drawback is there are not
cnoug'n Parent Aides to meet the need. These peoplemost of
them are women, from the same economic background as the cli-

ents they servego to the homes of families who are at risk of
losing their children.

They teach parents how to cope by talking and by doing it them-
selves. They counsel with the parents. The results, in the pilot pro-
grams already operating in Connecticut, speak for themselves.

Families improve in their functioning, and children stay at
home, no longer at risk of removal.

Child and Family Services operates a small Parent Aide service,
and we know one thing about it. It works. Ellarwee mentioned that
the agency from its own funds subsidizes two Parent Aides. I don't
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believe she made c/far that because of *he limitation of funds,those are two half-time Parent Aides. That is the best we can do.There is no question that if Public Law 96-272 were fully funded,and more funds made available to invest in services such as ParentAides, far fewer dollars would be spent on child placement itself.There is another kind of service that isn't mentioned much inthe literature, but the need for which we at C&FS have becomeacutely aware of'.
All of the clinical, preventive and aupportive services in theworld do very little good to overburdened families if the familiescan't get to them. For eTample: a young woman, overwhelmed withcrises, is labeled as an abusive mother, and her children are re-moved temporarily. A case work treatment plan is set up with theapproval of the court, and she learns that, to have her children re-turned, she must attend weekly clinical family therapy sessions;meet periodically with ner Protective Services social worker, attendregular meetings with the court inch-or; visit one of her childrenin the residential treatment center; visit the other two children intheir foster homes; maintain good attendance at her State-spon-sored job training course; and do all this without a car, relying onpublic transportation.

In most large cities, for someone already under stress, that is avirtually impossible task. For years, Child and Family Services hashad to maintain a full-time driver and car to be able to serve manyof our clients. I don't think that kind of problem is unique to ourclients. I do think that it is not adequately addressed in Public Law96-272.
The second issue I wanted to address is adoption. There are timeswhen, despite our best efforts at prevention, it finally becomes evi-dent that there is no chance for the child's family to meet his orher unique needs, and the child must be placed into an adoptivehome.
That determination is made very carefully, usually in a collabo-ration of child welfare workers, the courts, and surprisingly often,the parents themselves.
Then begins the process of finding and preparing a suitablefamily for the child, preparing the child himself or herself for theplacement, bringing them together, and then working to helpmaintain that adoptive placement for perhaps years to come.The increasingly thorny question, though, is around the fiscalsupport of these services. The traditional system of adoption financ-ingan adoptive family paying a sizeable fee to an airncy whoplaces a child with thembreaks down when the child is older,acting-out, handicapped, hard-to-place child. Either the familysimply cannot afford the fee or they refuse to pay a to adoptsuch a child.
Funding priorities in this area of service seem to be shiftingaway from the private sector. United Way feels that adoption serv-ices are not a private-sector responsibility. Some author') '.!as in thepublic sector are slow to make use of the many resources availablewithin the private ".ector. There are non-Federal moneys currentlyavailable to contras, for special -needs adoption with private sectorresource. that the State Department of Children and Youth Serv-ices are not fully utilizing.
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If this trend continues, the result may be a two-tiered adoption
system: Those private agencies who survive may be forced to cater
exclusively to families wealthy enough to pay the entire cost of
adopting a child, and it will be a very "desirable" child indeed.
Children with special needs, or handicapping conditions, will
become the exclusive responsibility of an already heavily burdened
public sector. That would not be a healthy situation, but the begin-
ning trend seems to be there.

In these areas: more adequate funding to provide further devel-
opment of preventive services, and encouragement of initiatives in
transportation and further utilization of the resources within the
private sector, the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act can
build further on its already impressive record.

Thank you. It has been a privilege speaking to you today.
Mr. PEASE. Thank you, Mr. Dunne.
Mr. Nagler.

STATEMENT OF STEVEN F. NAGLER, DIRECTOR, FAMILY LIVING
DEPARTMENT OF THE CHILDREN'S CENTER, CENTER FOR THE
ADOPTIVE COMMUNITY, HAMDEN, CT

Mr. NAGLER. Yes, my name is Steven Nagler, I am director of the
Family Living Department of the Children's Center in Hamden,
CT.

I would like to thank committee for the opportunity to speak
today. One of the major areas of impact of Public Law 96-272 in
Connecticut has been to the adoption of older and special needs
children. I would like to use my time today to address this aspect
of permanency for children.

The Center for the Adoptive Community is a program of the
Family Living Department of the Children's Center in Hamden,
CT, which provides individual, family, and group psychotherapy to
adoptees, adult and child, adoptive families, and birth parents
throughout the State of Connecticut. We have been open since Oc-
tober 1983.

As the only program of this kind in the State, we have received a
number of roferrais of families who have adopted older children
and who are experiencing adjustment difficulties.

Although the program is too new and too small to have served a
very large sample of these families, there is already a pattern of
cases which suggest to me a constellation of timely supportive serv-
ices which are crucial to the success or failure of these high-risk
adoptions.

I would like to give you two thumbnail sketches of families we
have seen, disguised for codidentiality, which, I hope, will illus-
trate what I mean.

Frank was 14 years old when we first saw him. He had been
placed in a prospective adoptive home about 1 year before the re-
fern I. At the time of referral, Frank had run away from his adop-
tive home a few weeks before the adoption was to be finalized

Frank was living in an emergency shelter when he first came in
for treatment.

Frank could not tell his adoptive parents that he wanted to
return home, although he did want to. He could not tell them that
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his running away just before finalization was because he wasfrightened that they would not want to go through with the adop-tion. But he was frightened. All Frank could say to them was thathe didn't think they wanted him back and if they didn't want himthan he certainly didn't want them.
Frank's adoptive father told me that although he would missFrank, he could not subject his family to the stress and pressurethat Frank had caused while he was living with them.
Father said that he only realized how much pressure they wereunder since he had felt the relief after Frank was out of the home.Frank's mother simply said she had no more to give him.
Briefly, Frank was abandoned by his biological father at 3 and byhis biological mother at 9. He had a history of rather minor delin-quency, cl -esidential treatment placement and a foster care place-tw2ot before he was placed for adoption.
Not surprisingly, Frank was a needy child who tried to keep theworld at arm's length to avoid being hurt again. When he wasplaced there was not a support group available for Frank's parentsin their area, neither was there a family therapist experienced inthese types of cases available.
Frank's case worker did what he could in the short time betweenthe selection of the family and the actual placement to preparethem for their experience together.
By the time we saw Frank, it was too late. Frank and his adop.tive family met once in my office to say goodbye to each other. Itwas an awful hour. Frank returned to the shelter alone with hisworker, having lost his second or third family, depending on howyou count.
John was 9 at the time of placement. He, too, had been aban-doned by his father. He had been abused by his mother and re-moved from her custody at about age 6. At the time of this place-ment, he had already been through two foster homes and a failedadoptive placement.
Prior to this placement, John was seen once or twice a week byhis worker for several months. They explored feelings and fantasiesabout his past and future. They made a life book together.Prior to the placement, John's prospective adoptive parents metweekly with his worker and John's foster parents. They were re-ferred to a support group and had made an appointment with afamily therapist who would work with the faraily from the timeJohn arrived.
John and his family were visited by their worker r"gularly forthe first several months of placement. They attended several groupdiscussions and workshops on adoption and adjustment at thecenter. John's adoption was finalized after about 1 year with grey cfamily celebration.
These two vignettes are fragmentary, at best. However, I hopethey illustrate that adoption is not an event but a process. Espe-cially for older children, adoption must be considered a high risk,somewhat fragile process which demands close attention and sup -p'rt.
I believe that the difference in outcome for Frank and John wasnot in their ages, or their psychopathology, or even in the capac-ities of their adoptive families. I believe that the difference in out-
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come for these two boys lies principally in the amount and avail-
ability of pre- and post-adoptive services for the boys and their fam-
ilies.

I know both case workers. Both are dedicated, competent people.
Frank's worker had a large protective services caseload and was
often forced to respond to the emergency nature of his other cases
and to assume, against his better judgment, that ro news was good

news from Frr.nk and his family.
John's worker came from an area of the State rich in private

agency resources. Frank's worker came from an area with many
fewer services available. John's worker had a smaller, focused case-
load and was able to de% ote the time to preparation and prevention
that Frank's worker was not.

I believe the difference was not in knowing what was needed but

in being able to provide it.
Public Law 96-272 has led us in the right direction. Children do

deserve permanent families. We are better able now than evi,r to
find families for children. We are better able now than ever to
identify many of the interventions useful and necessary to support
familiesbiological and adoptiveand to reduce the rate of failure
and disruption in high-risk adopticas.

We need help to provide these resources. Full funding for Public
Law 96-272 could go a long way toward providing th.ese services so
that when we tell a child, as we often do, that we will help him
find a "forever family" we can really mean it.

Thank you.
Mr. PEASE. Thank you very much, Mr. Yag ler.
I think we have had excellent testimony from all of our wit-

nesses.
I would like to ask just a couple of questions. I think there is a

common thread which runs through your testimony. It is that
there needs to be more adequate support in the process of adoption,
and that really translates into more funds and more resources. I
think each of you has mentioned that full funding of Public Law
96-272 would help, but it seems clear that that is not the only
answer; there is additional funding beyond that that would be re-
quired.

I must admit to a little personal despair from time to time. It is
obvious from your testimony and that of many others in similar
areas, that we know what to do, but we don't have the resources to
do it.

I think Mrs. Gadsen mentioned there is no medicaid coverage for
home visits. We don't have any funds available to teach parenting
to teenage mothers; we don't have adequate funds to visit inner
city schools to discuss and to educate children in general.

Someone mentioned inadequate support for the parents to which
children will return for foster care, and so on.

Now, my source of frustration and despair is Federal deficits that
we must deal with, and the often corresponding deficits or tight fi-
nancial situations of State governments, county governments, and
city governments.

I think all levels of government have had problems traditionally,
but it seems to me that the cutbacks in Federal budgets over the
last couple of years have initiated a ripple effect that has trickled
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down, to use the trickle-down theory, in a different context fromwhich it is usually used, and at this time, end up affecting the fi-nancial or fiscal situation for States, counties, cities, and privateagencies.
Now, to be honest, I do not see that situation being reversed. The$200 billion deficits with which we are plagued are projected to goon and on and on and we in the Congress think we ale doing wellif we are able to prevent additional cuts in Federal funding whichthe Office of Management and Budget and the President often sug-gest to the Congress. But prevent' a further erosion of the Feder-al funding is not the same as prove full funding for Public Law96-272, or other Federal acts, which rings me down to the ques-tion which I hope you will address.
And that is, essentially, what are the implications for programssuch as yours? If we must admit that there is unlikely to be addi-tional funding at any level for the kinds of additional supportwhich you have been discussing, does that mean that we needsomehow to change our strategy, the overall philosophy with whichwe approach this problem? In other words, is an approach that weare following now able to be successful only with a certain amountof funding for support services?

And if that funding is not available, do we need to abandon thatstrategy and go to some other one, which would not be as ideal, butalso would not require for successful implementation the kind offunding that the current strategy would require?Ms. GADODIN. it is interesting that you have asked that question.I just took a course this past semester at the University of Con-necticut called Issues and Trends in Social Work Administration,and that was the crucial point, I think, that made me aware of howserious the issue was of lack of funding, and that the fact of thematter is at least it the short run, it doesn't seem likely anymoney will be coming down the pike. I think that what we have tohave courage to do what needs to be done and courage doesn't costmoney. We are going to have to establish priorities both on a legis-lative level and on an administrative level.
We are going to have to say what is more important than what.My position is, I think the position of all of us is, our children areimportant.
You know, sometimes when you open a paper and you find thereis $8 million, a $20 million bond issue for roads, and we are grovel-ing for money, it becomes obvious everybody doesn't share my posi-tion, but I think that is where I see our thrust coming from, to ad-vocate and to push for a reordering of our priorities.We recognize difficulties when people are coming behind ustrying to snatch our purses and we can find money to deal withthem then, OK, so I am saying maybe we need to reorder those pri-orities and it is not to say that veterans are not important or roadsare not important, but if you only have a limited amount of money,then you have got to put your money where your future is.When we look how it is that somehow Japanese management hasbested us, we see one of their focal points has been investing intheir future, and I think if we tend to be present-oriented, short-run oriented, we are going to perpetuately have these kinds of diffi-culties.
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We have to pay more than lipservice to the value of families in
this country, we say it, motherhood, apple pie, but we don't put our
money where our mouth is, I think that is to order your priorities.
You take the given pots of money you have now and put it into
that investment, based on the priorities.

Mr. PEASE. Would any other panelist like to comment on
Ms. ADNOPOZ. Faculty members of the Child Study Center have

been concerned about those factors which are of primary impor-
tance in the developmental life of a child, and in how that knowl-
edge is used to establish a continuum of care that enables the De-
partment of Children and Youth Services to make available within
the system the services that are going to be most needed at the
point when they can be most effective.

And although I think the Department's aim is eventually to do
some shifting in terms of funding so that it can place considerably
more emphasis upon preventive services, the early part of the con-
tinuum, it will take years before the State will be able to tip the
funding pool in favor of supportive in-home care. However, it is cer-
tainly moving very specifically in that direction.

With all that has happened here, I believe that Connecticut ',an
serve as a model for the rest of the country in terms of examining
priorities for kids and basing service upon understanding the devel-
opmental needs of children. It is this knowledge, after all, which
Public Law 96-272 is based.

Mr. PEASE. Thank you.
Mr. Durimr. I think I would add that one of the things that hap-

pens when money is tight, is that we get clever in how we use it.
At the same time that we are down here asking for more money,
we're also back in our shop trying to think of more efficient ways
to use the money that is available to do the job that we see needing
to be done.

I think that is a good effect. During the 20 years I've been a
social worker, up until last year, I never wrote so many grant ap-
plications in my life as I have this year, some of which even get
accepted. The problem is that most of them were very short-term
in nature.

We establish an innovative pilot program that can meet a lot of
needs, but it might last only a year. Most foundations with fairly
rare exceptions don't want to see you coming back next year, and
the next year, to fund the same program. It makes a good invest-
ment, but following through with capital to keep it going is a
worrisome problem.

Mr. NAGLER. Yes. I would like to just add that since you have
asked us a hard question, maybe I will give you a hard answer, in
the sense that I appreciate that there are people who are smarter
than we are, who can come up with better and cheaper strategies
in terms of meeting the needs of children in the era of a $200 bil-
lion deficit.

On the other hand, it strikes me that 1 of 16 MX missiles could
pay for a lot of this and I think that as we are asked to make prior-
ity choicesno news to youwe turn back to you and say the Con-
gress and the nation must make priority choices, and that it need
not be social services, child welfare that foots the bill and takes the
cuts.
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Mr. PEASE. I thank you very much.
That reminds me of a recent hearing on unemployment compen-sation for which there is never enough money. I made the sugges-tion we might denominate unemployment compensation in units ofMX missiles, deduct one MX missile and add so many for our un-employment compensation.
Well, we need to move along. Let me ask a couple of quick ques-tions.
Ms. Gadsden, do most of the teenage mothers that you work within turn live with their own parents?
Ms. Gansram. Yes, they do. I did want you to know all the moth-ers were not teenagers. They were teenagers when they had theirchildren. They tend, most of them, to be young adult mothers.They behave as teenagers and they are still at home with theirparents. And often people say we have generations of people onwelfare. The fact is all the generations exist at the same time inthe same home and that is the kind of situation I'm describing.That is one of your better ones, because you use the strengthswithin that family, hopefully, to get the grandparents to help nur-ture and support, keeping the grandchild in that case, within thehome.

Mr. PEASE. With respect these teenage or young adult parentswho live with their parents, are the parents helpful in teachingparenting, or do they themselves have mijor problems?
Ms. GADSDEN. Well, it depends on how young they are. Usuallythese women, the grandmothers, are over 40, and they have had ahistory of difficulty, but fortunately, most of us do mature and dogain experience and so do they. The conflict usually comes with thegirl wanting the grandmother (her mother) to take the responsibil-ity of child care while she goes out and does whatever young adultsdo. That is where the conflict comes and you get the grandmotherthreatening to call DCYSand they often doand refusing to carefor the grandchild in order to force this parent to be more responsi-ble.
It is not always that there is a long history of parental neglect,but it is a conflict between young adults and their parents aroundthe issue of child care and those kinds of issues.
Mr. PEASE. Thank you.
Ms. Adnopoz, at one point you mentioned as part of your pro-gram cash payments to biological pannts. What was the purpose ofthose cash payments?
Ms. ADNOPOZ. Well, some of then" were for security deposits forparents who were unable to either find replacement housing be-cause they did not have the cash to pay the security deposit. Thesefamilies are able to pay the rent, and may in fact have some rentsubsidy, but they don't have enough cash to pay the security depos-it.
In a number of cases we were able to use this fund to pay securi-ty deposits and actually prevent the placement of children you see,the alternative in the State is that if the family cannot find therent, the Department of Human Resources offers to place the childin foster care. That is a course of action that I think all of us in thefield really abhorthe fact we place children because there isn'tmoney to pay the rent makes no sense. We have paid for a refriger-
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ator fm someone who absolutely did not have refrigeration,
couldn't afford it, and had an infant child who needed a special for-
mula, because of a physical problem.

The expectation is that a stitch in timeand there are no con-
straints in terms of how this money is spentmay prevent the
need for more costly interventions later. We are experimenting
with being allowed to make small, perhaps revolving cash funds
available to regional DCYS offices to be used for some of these and
other purposes and perhaps to be repaid.

We are very conscious of the fact that we deplete any fund over
time and therefore want to consider how can we turn it into some
kind of rotating fund. We have been watching these cases and we
will do some follow-up before the project is over to get some sense
of whether or not that simple payment makes a difference in terms
of stabilizing a potential crisis situation.

Mr. PEASE. Finally, at one point, you also used the term perma-
nent foster care. In a sense that seems like a misnomer to me.

Ms. ADNOPOZ. Permanent foster care exists in several states in
the union as a legal status. What it would mean is that a child
would be placed in a home that makes a commitment to keep that
child for as long as that child needsfor all its growing years and
beyond, that it would be clear that a worker would not at any point
come in and attempt to disrupt that placement. Children appropri-
ate for permanent foster care are not available for adoption and it
is assumed will never be freed by the biological parents. However,
it is understood that he is going to stay in the foster home, and will
never return to the birth parents.

Permanent foster care as a legal `tis would make the state-
ment to that &lid i.hat even though y ire not legally adopted by
this family, the family has made a tvi,.,initment to you, we in the
State have agreed to that commitment, and you will be nurtured in
this home as if you were adopted. In terms of DCYS workers it not
only is good practice, it reduces caseload. The expectation would be
once the category was established, the worker would have minimal,
if any involvement with the family. The worker would be free to
deal with other cases that require more constant attention.

Mr. PEASE. Does that concept involve legal guardianship?
Ms. ADNOPOZ. I don't believe it does. I think the Commissioner

can talk more about that, but it does not need to involve legal
guardianship.

Mr. PEASE. Thank you very much. I appreciate the testimony of
all of you. You are a very en'ightening panel.

We will conclude with a panel of five persons, Raymond Farring-
ton, Thomas Bohan, Christina Harms, Peter Walsh, and John Bur-
chard.

Mr. Farrington, would you like to begin?

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND FARRINGTON, DIRECTOR, CHILD PRO-
TECTIVE SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH
SERVICES, STATE OF CONNECTICUT
Mr. FARRINGTON. First of all, I would like to thank the commit

tee for the opportunity to be here today to speak in reference to
96-272. It was in March 1979 that I had the pleasure of testifying
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before the Subcommittee on Public Assistance and Unemployment
Compensation in support of what became Public Law 96-272. Atthat time, I advocated for two aspects of the proposals. That there
be Federal financial participation for "special needs or hard toplace" children in adoption; and the other that there be Federal fi-nancial participation for children placed without court involvementfor a period of 180 days, 6 months, and I am pleased to say thatPublic Law 96-272 includes both of those provisions.

I am here today to give the committee an u to on Connecti-cut's activities since the passage of Public Law ' 272. Needless tosay, many of us in child welfare were supportive of the legislation,and we look forward to its implementation. That is not to suggestthat we have not had difficulty with some aspects of it andvhad some problem in implementing some of the provisions.
I would like to share with you what Connecticut has done withthe additional expenditures as a result of the increased allocations.

As you know, the authorized level of $266 million has never beenreached, but the increase from $56 million to $141 million has en-abled us to improve our services .A..t children in the State of Con-necticut.
In 1979, the Department of Children and Youth Services made adecision to provide services to youngsters in their own communi-ties. We decided that the best service that could be rendered to dys-functioning families was to have those services developed and pro-vided in close proximity to where the children were. It was decidedthat no child would be removed from his or her own home for envi-ronmental reasons. As a result of these decisions, the Department

implemented a strategy to reduce the need to remove childrenfrom their own homes.
In 1979, the department was supporting two child protectionteams and two parent aide programs. As of May 1, 1984 we have inplace 25 child protection services teams. We have three child pro-tective services teams who specialize in child sexual abuse; we have18 parent aide programs, two of which are voluntary programs. Wehave 37 parental self-help groups; we have two therapeutic day

care programs, and three respite drop-in child care services.These are services which are essential to maintaining children intheir own homes or support reunification of child and family. Theyare not available in all areas of our State. As you know, Connecti-cut has 169 towns, and while we do have the ability to cross townlines and provide some of these services, these services are still un-available in parts of our State.
I am here today to advocate for increased funding as was men-tioned earlier With additional funds, we believe that we will beable to provide services to more children and families therebymaintaining more children in their own homes.
Connecticut hasjust as I am sure is true across the Nation

seen an increase in the reports of child abuse and neglect. We re-ceive an average of 10,000 reports annually involving 14 to 15,000children. Yet, we have been able to decrease the number of chil-dren that we are removing from their own home. As the Govar-nor's representative mentioned, we have 609 fewer children in outof home care today than we had 3 years ago-3,909 in January
1981 to 3,222 in January 1984.
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I would also like to advocate that the section of Public Law 96-
272 dealing with subsidized adoption be modified. The section now
requires that there be linkages with AFDC or SSI in order for
States to claim FFP. In Connecticut, we have had a subsidized
adoption program for 9 years. The requirements are very similar to
those outlined in Public Law 96-272, with one significant excep-
tion, that our children need not be AFDC or SSI linked. The needs
of the child should be the important factor not AFDC/SSI linkage.

During the last 6 months of 1983, we placed 53 special needs chil-
dren who ate entitled to a State adoption subsidy. Only 15 of these
children, are eligible for FFP since the other 38 were not AFDC or
SSI linked. I urge you to consider FFP for all hard-to-place adop-
tion.

The public-private approach to identification and treatment of
child abuse emerged out of a State recognition that the problems of
dysfunctioning families, are the concerns of all citizens of the State
of Connecticut, and it takes a multidisciplinary approach in order
to help these families. Connecticut has designed such a system, we
believe that it works. We recognize that we have had difficulty in
the implementation of some aspects of Public Law 96-272, but we
are optimistic and we believe that it holds a better future for our
families and children, we ask you to consider our recommenda-
tions.

Thank you.
Mr. PEASE. Thank you, Mr. Farrington.
Mr. Bohan.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS BOHAN, CHIEF LEGAL COUNSEL DE-
PARTMENT FOR CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES, STATE OF

RHODE ISLAND

Mr. BOHAN. Thank you.
My name is Thomas Bohan. I am chief legal counsel of the De-

partment for Children and Their Families. I appreciate having the
opportunity to come here today to discuss with you to some limited
extent the manners and methods by which the State of Rhode
Island has attempted to implement Public Law 96-272 and the
mandates thereof.

I would like to talk for a minute or two about some of the serv-
ices that have been put in place in the State of Rhode Island to
prevent the need for the implementation of foster care in the first
instance. The Rhode Island Department for Children and Their
Families has for the past several years been attempting to bring its
policies and practices in line with the philosophical underpinnings
of Public Law 96-272, that all children be afforded permanency,
and that foster care drift be eliminated.

Toward that end, the department has aggressively front-loaded
services in an attempt to maintain children in their natural homes.
In November 1981, the Department for Children and Their Fami-
lies entered into contracts with private agencies throughout the
State for the provision of comprehensive emergency services or
CES programs. These are intensive programs, delivering in-home
services to families in an effort to prevent removal of children from
the homes of their parents. Int-k.es for the programs can come
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either directly through the department or come directly from otherservices within the communities.
The programs that we presently have in effect are time limitedto the extent that they by and large have 60 days duration, al-though they do contain some provisions for minimal extensions.

We presently have four CES programs operating throughout theState of Rhode Island. Each serves a distinct geographical areawithin the State. It is clear that we are referring many cases tothese programs which as recently as 2 years ago would have result-ed in the initiation of court action, and potential removal of chil-dren from their homes.
Additionally, the department has attempted to realign its ownstaff internally in order to provide more specialized services direct-ed toward maintaining children in their homes. Toward those lines,the department has recently established four, what we refer to asspecialized service units. These units are manned by social case-workers and by clinicians, and their exclusive function is to workwith children who are being maintained in their own homes. Thesefour units, as I indicated, are manned by departmental staff. Theyeach serve a distinct geographical area, and they do not have thetime limitations that I indicated earlier are in effect with respectto the contracted programsCES programs.

The State of Rhode Island, both the Department for Children andTheir Families and Rhode Island family courts, I believe, has devel-oped a sensitivity over the past several years to the reasonableeffort requirements that are enumerated in Public Law 96-272.When the department files a petition in Rhode Island family court
seeking custody of a child, the supporting documents that are filedtherewith, must set forth what specific removal preventive serviceshave been delivered by the department prior to that time.Any subsequent probable cause hearings or adjudicatory hear-ings on those petitions, evidence of such efforts must be presentedto the court and the court will subsequently make findings, specificfindings of facts as appropriate either that the department didexpend reasonable efforts to maintain that particular child in thehome or that the department failed to do just that.

With respect to the efforts to reunite families after the State hasintervened, I should point out that in Rhode Island, proof of rea-sonable efforts to strengthen and encourage a parental relationshipis a condition precedent to any termination of parental rightsexcept in one very limited circumstance. This has been the case formany years within the State.
In an attempt to more aggressively move toward its mandate toquickly reunite where possible, the department has recently con-tracted with two private agencies for development and delivery ofintensive, highly structured reunification programs. Each of theseprograms is a 6 month program, designed to service families whichhave previously exhibited sorry difficulty in complying with theprovisions of depe ...iientally developed case plans.Neither one of these programs has completed its initial pilotgroup. At this point we would expect that the initial phase of eachof those programs will conclude in August of this year.Earlier testimony made reference to some very specific concernsabout the expeditious processing of cases once they do become in-
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volved in the court system. 1 should point out that in Rhode Island,
the Department of Children and Their Families and the family
court have over the last several years emphasized the expeditious
handling of cases that are brought before the court.

Approximately 3 years ago, the family court implemented a con-
tinuous contested trial calendar to deal with nothing but abuse and
negligence and termination of parental rights petitions. That calen-
dar is manned by one judge for a period of 1 year at a time and he
hears cases 5 days a week dealing solely with petitions alleging a
child is neglected or abused or a petition seeking to terminate pa-
rental rights.

As opposed to that situation as we now have it, to what was in
place just a few years ago when the same type of cases were Yeard
by n judge one day a weekin a couple of occasions 2 days a
weekwe had at that time a situation that one earlier witness was
referring towhere cases were filed with the courts and a determi-
nation or no adjudication is made in 6 to 8 months. In Rhode
Island, that situation has become a thing of the past.

Additionally, within the State of Rhode Island, there is a statutor-
ily created Office of Child Advocate. I personally have had the oc-
casion to nave a child advocate, for example, come before the
family court objecting to my c arn request for a continuance, advo-
cating the case had been pending long enough and advocating it
should proceed as scheduled, and whether I personally liked it or
not at that particular moment, I think it serves as a vehicle to in-
crease and reinforce the expeditious handling of court cases.

With respect to the manner in which case review procedures
have been implemented within the State of Rhode Island, I would
like to say the Family Court of Rhode Island has long been aware
of the need to review the status of children placed in the tare of
the child welfare agencies and severs.' years ago initiated a sepa-
rate child welfare review calendar. Initially that calendar consisted
of one judge hearing child welfare reviews 1 day per week. It now
consists of two judges who each devote 1 day per week exclusively
to hearing child welfare review matters, and will occasionally in-

Ave the placement of such review hearings on even other days.
3, emphasis on giving some expeditious treatment also to review

ing, updating the status of children.
Every child placed in the care of the department by order of the

Rhode 'Island Family Court has his or her status reviewed by that
court no less frequently than once per year. Additionally, the case
plan for each such child is administratively reviewed by the depart-
ment's recently established Lase plan review unit no less frequently
than every 6 months. Additionally, that case plan review unit will
review the case plan for a child just prior to the planned return
home of the child.

I would like to point out Rhode Island general law mandates the
department petition the family court for custody of a child who has
been in the care of the department for a period of 1 year pursuant
to a voluntary placement agreement. Such a petition will serve to
either promptly return home cr to trigger the judicial and adminis-
trative review processes that I just described a moment ago.

I should also point out Rhode Island general law currently man-
dates as a result of the legislative effort of the Rhode Island Child
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Advocate that the department within 120 days of admitting a childinto care on a voluntary basis petition the family court for a deter-mination as to whether continuation in care is in the child's bestinterests and, if so, whether there is an appropriate case plan ineffect to take care of that child.
These statutory mandates certainly help us to keep mindful of

the child's status and help us to assure that appropriate case plans
are in effect.

I think that Public Law 96-272 has prompted us in the State ofRhode Island to go a long way toward implementing practices andprocedures designed to afford permanaacy and stability to our chil-dren, and I would join with Mr. Farrington in his earlier comments
that I believe that more adequate and fuller funding by virtue ofexisting legislation would go a long way toward helping us to evenfurther increase those efforts.

Mr. PEASE. Thank you very much, Mr. Bohan.
Miss Harms.

STATEMENT OF CHRISTINA HARMS, GENERAL COUNSEL, DE-
PARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES, COMMONWEALTH OF MAS-
SACHUSETTS

Ms. HARMS. My name is Christina Harms. I am general counsel
of the Massachusetts Department of Social Services. Given that Ihave a very short amount of time here this afternoon, I am notgoing to tiptoe around. I have a very specific message. I think I canbe very brief.

I could make some overall comments in praise of Public Law 96-272, but I will pass on that, and instead give my particular messagethis afternoon, which is to criticize not the law, but the way it isbeing implemented by our Federal bureaucrats in Washington,
with particular regard to a Massachusetts program which I willbriefly describe to you and would like to urge as innovative; an en-tirely appropriate type of program being thwarted at the moment
by an interpretation of Public Law 96-272 I think is unwarranted.Let me first tell you about a particular problem which I think
everyone in the room will recognize, then describe to you the pro-gram which we launched this year in Massachusetts to deal with it.The problem is this.

A child who is over a certain age, who is proposed to be adopted,
who is never going home, for reasons that everyone would accept
are clinically appropriate, and yet by virtue of a State statutewhich are typical in many Statesit is not just Massachusetts, but
I will describe the Massachusetts statute for you. Our adoptionstatute requires that any child over the age of 12 who is proposed tobe adopted must consent to his or her adoption. I thins that is anentirely laudatory statute, consisfrnt with the statutes in mostStates, recognizing that children over a certain age have a right toa certain degree of self-determination.

That being the case, we must examine the group of children over12, who for very legitimate, psychologically healthy, aipropriatereasons, do r. con.,Gnt to their own adoption, such as a child whoknows his or her nv,..ner is a patient at a mental institution, has
been for quite some time, will probably always be, and yet the child
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feels that he or she knows his real parent or parents, does want to
change his or her name, has a concept of his mother and father
that will not be supplanted by adoptive parents, yet is in a stable,
long-term placement, with a set of foster parents, and the relation-
ship is entirely satisfactory. It is the right placement for this child
for the rest of his or her minority. Nevertheless, the child cannot
be adopted because the child will not consent to his or her own
adoption.

I think when the concept of permanency planning first became
fashionable, people assumed that the world had only two universes.
One was adoption and one was going home, and those were tht
only two acceptable permanent plans for a child. Well, there is a
middle ground. There are some children who cannot fall into either
of those groups, the children I have just described. Yet, we do need
to strive for the goals permanency planning has taught in address-
ing what we are going to do for those kids.

What we came up with in Massachusetts is this, and once again,
this is not a unique program to Massachusetts. I don't know how
many of the other New England States do have it, but I am aware
of similar programs, and I will get to Maryland in a moment.

The program we started was a subsidized guardianship program.
The Commonwealth will create a State-sponsored legal guardian-
ship relationship between the child and the parents who nave had
the child in their physical possession for some lengthy period of
time. We will continue to make payments to these people just as
we had been making foster care payments, if it is only those pay-
ments by which those people can sustain the child in their home.
lie simply changed the terminology from foster care payments to
guardianship payments. We envision them as similar to adoption
subsidy payments.

Now, we launche I this program this year by means of a new de-
partmental regulation. We thereafter, very shortly thereafter, ran
into the following problem. ACYF through Lucy Biggs, the current
commissioner, has taken the following two positions with regard to
this type of program and Public Law 96-272 funding. There are two
which in within my view go from bad to worse. The first position is
that those payments we make to these State-sponsored guardians
are not eligible for IV-E reimbursement under Public Law 96-272.
Now, to me, that is totally contrary to the impetus which led to the
pacing of Public Law 96-272. If the impetus was to encourage
States to think permanency planning, that is exactly what Massa-
chusetts did, and IV-E/IV-E1 money is available for foster care pay-
ments and is available for adoption subsidy payments, and analyti-
cally our guardianship falls between the two. It is not quite as good
ar adoption, it is much better than foster care. There isn't any ra-
tionale for allowing States to be reimbursed for foster care pay-
ments and adoption payments wad yet excluding guardianship pay-
ments.

I think the particularly unfortunate result of that interpretation,
which again, I would stress, is in no way required by a literal read-
ing of the language of the statuteit is merely an administrative
gloss on the statutethe unfortunate result of that is to discourage
States from using this kind of program. In fact, Massachusetts may
be discouraged in continuing our use of this program. What it may
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force us to do is resort to what we are being told to avoid, andrightly solong-term foster care.
The ACYF has also taken the position even if IV-E money wereto be made available to States to reimburse us for these guardian-

ship payments, they would impose the following requirements ac-cording to the language of Public Law 96-272: They would force
these children and their families to go through the 6-month admin-
istrative reviews that Public Law 96-272 requires for children infoster care.

Once again, totally antithetical to the concepts and underlying
tenets of Public Law 96-272. This guardianship program which Ihave described, and which, again, is operating in other States, isintended to be much more akin to adoption than to foster care. Thegoal, and I think this was expressed earlier by someone testifying,
is that these are cases where the children have been placed with
these families for a lengthy period of time, the relationship is agood one, there are very few ongoing services in connection with
these cases, generally no ongoing services, so the notion of forcing
these families and children through 6 months review for the re-mainder of the child's life until he or she turns 18 creates exactly
the wrong impression for the child. If the goal is to make thesechildren feel they have achieved permanency, why bring them infor 6-month case reviews? How more effectively could we remindthat child he or she really is a foster child, really a ward of the
State, really has continuing State involvement in the decisions thataffect his or her life? That violates the tenets of permanency plan-ning, and, once again, effectively discourages States from using thiskind of tool to arrive at an effective permanent plan.

I have brought with me this morning copies of the testimony Ihave just given, and attached to those copies is a copy of the letter
from ACYF to Maryland essentially holding both of the positionsthat I just decribed to you with regard to a similar program inMaryland. There are similar appeals going on in Illinois and inother States, but I would only ask for whatever efforts you mightmake to either dissuade ACYF from this position or, in the ex-treme, I suppose, to amend, literally amend Public Law 96-272 sothe express language precludes this particular gloss on the statute.Thank you.

STATEMENT OF PETER WALSH, DIRECTOR BUREAU OF SOCIAL
SERVICES, DEPARTMEla OF HUMAN SCRVICES, STATE OF
MAINE

Mr. WALSH. I am very pleased to be able to came down here fromthe most northern State in the Nation, Maine, to testify beforeCongressman Pease.
Maine also hss supported wholeheartedly the Child Welfare and

Adoption Assistance Act of 1980. Maine had started `ts permanencyplanning efforts in 1979 However, we also have 'dad extreme diffi-culty in terms of implementing the law. We certified under the sec-tion 427 the first 2 years 1981 and 1982, and subsequently ith-drew those certifications under protest at the way the administra-
tion for children, youth, and families was administering the law.
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Incidentally, the first time we certified was at the recommenda-
tion of the associate director of the administration of children,
youth and families.

Two weeks ago in Washington I heard for the third or fourth
year in a row that the rules governing this program would be out
shortly. When I asked when those rules would be effective, what
date they would be effective, would they be retroactive to 1981 or
would they start effective when the rules are published, represent-
atives of ACYF could not answer that question; without published
rules, it has been difficult for us to implement the law.

We are very pleased, however, because of our permanency efforts
and also our prevention efforts. Our foster care caseload has de-
creased from 2,500 children in 1979 to about 1,850 in 1984, so we
have had a substantial decrease, as I think has been the case
throughout the country.

Incidentally, we are still serving the same number of children in
foster care, which is an interesting point. We still are serving in
the past 2 or 3 years, about 3,000 children a year, so that what is
happening is that children are moving through the system faster.
In fact, I call foster care an inpatient system, with the idea that a
child comes into foster care, receives treatment, then moves back
out again.

However, all is not rosy. The number of children in foster care in
spite of all our efforts has started to increase since last August.
Since that time we began to see an increase in foster care almost
exactly parallel to the tremendous increase which we are also
seeingas are other Statesin our child abuse and neglect refer-
rals.

In 1982, we had approximatel, 11,000 children referred to us for
an investigation of child abuse and negligence.

In 1983, that number increased by about 12 percent to 13,000I
was interested to see that Maine is a State of a million people. I
don't know whe Connecticut is. I think you have 4 million, and
yet, if the figures are correct, both States had 13,000 children re-
ported.

I Cion't know if we are doing right er wrong or what is exactly
going on. We have been absolutely inundated. It has become the
most newsworthy item I think of anything that is happening right
now in the State.

Our sexual abuse cases have also increased tremendously. In
1982 we had 348 sexual abuse cases referred to us that we investi-
gated and followed up on, and in 1983 we had 762, for an increase
of 119 percent.

I am not going to say this is a new phenomena. People are now
reporting it more, but I think also there is more sexual abuse.

We also refer all of those cases of sexual abuse to the district at-
torney for followup in the court system. The court and district
court are feeling very much inundated with these types of cases as
well.

I was trying to think what are some things that I would like to
give to you going back to Washington in terms of changes that I
would like to recommend be made in the law, and I come up with
three basic changes. The first is that I would like to see the fund-
ing mechanism in the law changed from one that gives States a
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reward if it implements section 427, to one that gives States an in-centive. The law states that after States met the requirements of
section 427, they can then take advantage of the increased funding.
The funding should be made available to States to help implementthe provisions.

So when they say let's give full funding there have been manyStates in the country that haven't yet been able to take advantage
of funds above $141 million.

To repeat, I would like to see one basic change and that is thatthe reward system be changed to an incentive. We already write achild welfare plan as part of the km, and we would say whataction we have to take in our State to come into compliance withthe law, and then the money would be tied to help us implementthose changes al part of the child welfare plan.
I think this one simple change could go a long way toward reduc-ing many outstanding problems. Maine did pass the certification in1983 at about 86 percent pass level. Only 23 States have actually

come into compliance with this law, even though many more have
certified. Twenty of those States, as I understand it, came into com-pliance in 1981 and 1982. All States will have to go through an-other compliance tests in 1984, still without any rules.

So, change the reward to an incentive in section 427. Give the
money to the States so they can make these needed changes.

The second change that I would like to see is that I would like tosee Federal foster care support be made available for all foster chil-dren. Under the 4-E program at the present time only children
who are eligible for AFDC are eligible.

I think that foster payments should be equally available for allfoster children who come into our custody. Approximately 50 per-cent of the children in Maine's foster care program are eligible forthe 4-E program, which means that the State has to fund, which is
our responsibility, the rest of the money, but truly I think that weshot I look at this as an equal protection program.

All children should be eligible. We have in place a program,when we are in court with the parents if they can afford to paysomething toward the cost of the care of the child, we actually askthe court to make an assessment so the income can go against that
provision. This provision could be part of the Federal mandate.

Both of those actions would help toward my third point, which isincreased funding. I would like to see full funding of the 4-B pro-gram. I think that this law is the key national children's law. Eventhough title XX pays for most of our children's services in theState of Maine along with State money, there is no guarantee thatnew title XX block grant funds would be used for children's serv-ices.
I think the Federal Government and Congress should 1-)ok at thislaw as the place to build a national children's services program.The law addresses prevention services, and I think increasedfunding can help us move in that direction.
If there is the incentive program rather than reward, if it ischanged, and if all the children were deemed eligible under 4-E,those two things would make significant amounts of money avail-able to the States which would enable it to increase preventionservices.
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In closing, Congressman Pease, you mentioned the Federal defi-
cit We are very much aware of the question of priorities. I thought
the lady who spoke before gave an excellent answer to your ques-
tion. In Maine, we feel it is a question of priorities. Commissioner
Michael Petit was recently quoted in the Maine Sunday Telegram.
He said:

I absolutPly will challenge anyone who tells me we don't have the money needed

when there are children being physically abused and neglected, as long as we sup-
port the pet food industry, the National Basketball Association, as long as physi-

cians are being paid at a rate of six times greater than the average wage earner,
this country has resources to pay for the kind of problems that I am talking about.

He usually mentions the amount spent for defense system when
he talks about priorities. I read yesterday there is over $700 billion

a year now being spent on arms worldwide, and so I think that we
do have to change priorities and in changing we are going to save
money down the road.

Thank you very much.
Mrs. KENNELLY [presiding]. Thank you.
Mr. Burchard.

STATEMENT OF JOHN D. BURCHARD, PH.D, COMMISSIONER, DE-
PARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION SERVICES,
STATE OF VERMONT

Mr. BURCHARD. Thank you.
I am John Burchard, commissioner of the Department of Social

and Rehabilitation Services in the State of Vermont. I am deeply
appreciative of the opportunity to speak to members of the House
Ways and Means Subcommittee on Public Assistance concerning
Public Law 96-272, the Adoptions Assistance and Child Welfare
Act of 1980. I understand that the purpose of this hearing is to re-
ceive testimony on changes which might be made to improve the
administration of that act and to increase the likelihood that its
very progressive and humane goals will be achieved.

The purpose of Public Law 96-272 is to provide children who are
left in limbo in foster care with a more permanent, stable family
primarily through the rehabilitation or reunification of their bio-
logical family or through adoption.

I have several specific recommendations which I have appended
to this written testimony. I don't believe I can improve that much
on what my colleagues have already said with respect to specific

changes.
Instead of presenting that testimony, at this time I would prefer

to focus on some issues which I believe pose a far greater threat to
our ability to obtain the goals and objectives of 96-272. The issues I

am referring to involve national policies and Federal legislation
that appear to be short-sighted and damaging tn the promotion of
strong families and healthy children.

We have made progress in achieving more stable and permanent
families for troubled and disadvantaged children. However, we are
experiencing an even more significant increase in the number of
children and families which need our services. In some ways, the
situation is analogous to trying to develop a better seat belt while
at the same time increasing the speed limit to 150 miles an hour.
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Another analogy would 1-..?or maybe another description of thesituation is that either we are getting better at moving childrenout of the back door into more stable permanent families. But weare being flooded and inundated with kids coming into the frontdoor, abused and neglected kids.
In Vermont, more than 65 percent of the children placed infoster care are abused and/or neglected children. In the first 8months of 1933, there was an 82 percent increase in confirmedcases of abuse and neglect compared to the same period of time in1982. Similar increases in the population of abused and neglectedchildren are being experienced in many States throughout theNation.
In addition to our efforts to fine -tune Public Law 96-272, I urgeCongress to take action in an effort to reduce the alarming flow ofchildren and families into our ch ild welfare system. Unfortunately,I believe that some of our national policy and Federal legislativeachievements over the past few years have only exacerbated thisproblem.
I believe we, the child welfare administrators in this country,know a lot about the source of this alarming increase in childabuse and neglect, and that we know a lot about what must bedone to reduce it.
With respect to the source of the increase in abused and neglect-ed children, much has been written as to whether it represents anincrease in our ability to discover existing child abuse and neglector an actual increase in the proportion of our children that arebeing abused and neglected. From a service standpoint, the issue isacademic; the child and family need services whether the abuse orneglect is new or old.
From a policy standpoint, however, the issue is important be-cause a viable solution to the problem may require more than thedelivery of more and better rehabilitation services. If, in fact, morechildren are being abused and neglected, we need to address theconditions that are responsible for that increase.
I believe there has been a significant increase in the actual fre-quency of child abuse and neglect fur the following reasons: First,there has been a significant increase in the number of childrenwho live in poverty. Although child abuse and neglect occur at allsocioeconomic levels, most of the abused and neglected children inthe child welfare system live in poverty.
In Vermont, approximately 75 percent of the abused and neglect-ed children live in families receiving some form of public assist-ance. A Vermont child living in a family receiving Aid to NeedyFamilies with Childsen, ANFC, is 71/2 times more likely to be anabused or neglected child than a child living in a family not receiv-ing ANFC.
Although most parents who live in poverty do not abuse or ne-glect their children, the stress created by an inadequate incomecreates a gi eater risk for that to happen. Therefore, anyone con-cerned about the prevalence of child abuse and neglect, or numberof children in foster care, must be concerned about the prevalenceof poverty.
On February 23, 1984, the U.S. Census Bureau announced therehad been a rapid increase in poverty from 1979 to 1982, even when
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the value of food stamps, public housing, medicare and medicaid
benefits were counted as income. The increase was 47 percent for
all people living in poverty and 52 percent for children under the
age of 6. I do not believe there can be a significant increase in the
number of children and families living in poverty without there
also being some increase in child abuse and neglect.

The second condition that I believe contributes to an actual in-
crease in child abuse and neglect is the substantial increase in
single-parent families. Although child abuse and neglect occurs in
every type of family constellation, a disproportional number of
abused and neglected children live in single-parent households.

In Vermont, approximately 41 percent of all abused/neglected
children live in single-parent families, while only 15 percent of all
Vermont children live with single parents. In fact, a Vermont child
living with a single parent is nearly four times as likely to be an
abused or neglected child as a child living in P two-parent family.
Although most single parents do not abuse or neglect their chil-
dren, few professionals would disagree that it is likely to be much
more stressful to raise children alone than with another parent.
This is particularly true for single parents who are raising children
while living in poverty.

According to the same census study cited earlier, there has been
a 49 percent increase in the number of families headed by a
woman living in poverty. In Vermont, over 90 percent of the single
parents of abused and neglected children are women; and approxi-
mately 95 percent of those women live below middle-class stand-
arls.

Therefore, if we are concerned about an increase in child abuse
and neglect, we must also be concerned about the increase in
single-parent families, particularly single-parent families living in
poverty. I do not believe there can be a significant increase in poor,
single-parent families without there also being some increase in
child abuse and neglect.

The final reason why I believe we are witnessing an actual in-
crease in the number of abused and neglected children involves an
extensive reduction in income benefits and services to the children
and families living in the high risk conditions I have just men-
tionedpoverty, and single-parent households.

The evidence for the reduction in benefits and services is well es-
tablished. In early April of this year, a study was released by the
Congressional Budget Office which analyzed the impact of the
budget and tax changes adopted since January 1981. The results in-
dicate that households with annual incomes of less than $10,000
lost, on the average, $390 a year in cash and noncash income bene-
fits. At the same time, all families with higher incomes experi-
enced a gain in income benefits. As you are no doubt aware, a
family with an income of $80.000 or more experienced a net gain of
$8,270 a year.

This gets to the issue of priorities and whether or not we have
enough money if we just spent it wisely. Reductions in income ben-
efits have been accompanied by a substantial reductions in serv-
ices. According to the Select Committee on Children and Their
Families, $44 billion has been removed from children's programs
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since 1981. Almost all of these services are primarily for low
income families or families with special needs children.

In my opinion, the cuts that were the most devastating for high
risk children were those resulting in reductions in child care and
child maternal health care.

If income benefits are to be reduced, it would appear that bene-fits to facilitate employment such as subsidized child care would
become more important. If so, this has not been reflected in either
public policy or legislation. Title XX, the largest program providing
federal support directly for child care, was cut by 21 percent. Child
nutrition programs that provide meals to children in child care fa-cilities were cut by 30 percent. The most frequent beneficiary ofthese programs are low income single parents. In Vermont, overthe past 3 years there has been more than a 35 percent reduction
in the utilization of child care subsidized by title XX and title IV-A.

Similar reductions in health programs have left an in
number of poor women and children without vitally needed
care. The maternal child health program was cut by 25 percent,
and the preventive health and mental health block grants were cutby 20 percent and 26 percent respectively. It is now estimated that
almost 9 million American children have no regular source of
health care, and that 18 million have never seen a dentist.

But what does this all have to do with the increase in child abuseand neglect and the increased number of children and families en-tering our child welfare systems? I believe there are increasing in-dications that we are deliberately exacerbating the very problems
we are trying to eliminate. I do not believe we can remove substan-tial benefits and services from low income, high risk families and
children without there being some increase in child abuse and ne-glect.

A study released last week by Penny Feldman of the Harvard
School of Public Health documents a 50-percent increase in infantmortaLy among poor, innercity Boston families in 1982. It may ormay not be significant that this study was immediately, discreditedby Secretary Heckler. Nevertheless, the 50 percent increase in
deaths corresponded with a decrease in Federal revenues through
the Maternal Child Health Program, a reduction in services at the
five health centers in question and a reduction in pediatric and ob-
stetric visits by poor women and their children.

These data are correlational and do not necessarily indicate acausal relationship between reduced services and infant mortality.
However, when combined with increased mortality rates in 20
States between 1981 and 1982, it should coropel us to be certain
that such a relationship does not exist.

The same ie 'e for the relationship between our recent changesin public poi. and legislation and the increase in child abuse andneglect. There are considerable correlational data which suggestthat some of our national policies and legislation have had an ad-verse effect on many families and children. Do we need to wait for
further evidence when it is primarily poor children and their fami-
lies that are the guinea pigs? I hope not.

There is specific action that I believe can and should be taken by
Congress to alleviate this problem. The most beneficial action
would be the passage of the Children's Survival bill, which is pres-
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ently in committee in both the House and the Senate. Basically,
this bill proposes to restore many of the most critical cuts to serv-
ices affecting the poorest children and their families.

With respect to low-income single women, the recent child sup-
port legislation and the proposed Pension Equity Act for v., omen
could result in fewer poverty-stricken women in the future. Any
other legislation that will enhance income benefits and services to
poor women and children are also recommended.

With respect to Public Law 96-272, the single most important
action would be to fund title N -B at the level at which it was origi-
nally authorized by Congress. Although this would constitute a
small proportion of the dwindling child welfare budget, the added
resource would facilitate our efforts to obtain the goals of 96-272. It
should be noted, however, that if this is all thi,t is accomplished, it
still may amount to designing a better seat belt while failing to
focus on the more critical sources of the problem.

I am very aware that you are required to deal with complex
issues and make difficult decisions. Those decisions that promote a
viable future must support strong families and healthy children.

I appreciate the opportunity to share my concerns with you. I
just would like to add a couple of other brief comments.

One: I am submitting with this, as I mentioned earlier, the spe-
cific recommendations pertaining to Public Law 96-272. I am also
submitting a document that relates to our appeal of the denial or
failure with respect to the 427 review. Vermont failed in fiscal year
1981. We are in the process of appealing that decision.

One of the arguments is that Vermont has been subject to un-
equal unfair review when compared with what happened with
other States. We feel that, particularly in region I, the interpret&
tion of the law was extremely rigid and therefore led to this inequi-
table treatment across States, and we have documented that in our
brief. We think we can show that 23 States which had similar situ-
ations, policies, procedures, as Vermont, but in fact passed, under-
scores our concern with respect to inequitable treatment.

I am also submitting a document, testimony from the Vermont
Foster Parents Association, which basically supports the testimony
you have already heard with respect to foster care.

[The document follcws:1
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Appendix A

Specific Recommendations Relevant to PL 96-272

Prepared for: O.S. Congress, House of Representatives, Ways and

Means Committee, Sub-Committee on Public Assistance

Hartford, Connecticut

June 1, 1984

John D. Burchard, Ph.D.
Commissioner

Department of Social and Rehabilitation Services
State of Vermont

Thi, written testimony will address the following areas:

A. State Child Welfare Programs have, with limited guidance from
H H.S., successfully implemented policies and practices required by PL
96-272.

B. In spite of a lack of Federal regulations or guidance for most
of the period since PL 96-272 has been implemented, the limited outcome
data available indicates that PL 96-272 has been very successful in
reducing the number of children in foster care.

C. It is my belief that PL 96-272 would be further improved by
the following adjustments to the Act or its regulatory interpretation:

(1) Children receiving Adoption Assistance under the Act
should recieve Medicaid from their actual State of
residence regardless of the State responsible for the
Adoption Assistance Payment.

(2) Federal Financial Participation for children otherwise
eligible for Title IV-E assistance shoul6 not be tied to
an individual judicial determination for each child that
"reasonable efforts" were made to prevent or eliminate
the need for removal of the child from his home and to
make it possible for the child to return to his own home.
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(3) Voluntcry care provisions currently extended through

FY '84 should be made a permanent part of the Title IV-E

program.

(4) The Title IV-E foster care requirement for re-

determination of eligibility every six months should

be repealed.

(5) Title IV-8 should be funded at $266 million as authorized

by the Act.

I will keep my comments brief but would like to expand somewhat on

each of the previously mentioned thoughts.

How 'as the Act been implemented?

PL 96-272, passed June 17, 1980, became effective on October 1,

1980 for Federal Fiscal Year 1981. The Title IV-E provisions which

superceded the former Title IV-A foster care program could be made

applicable any time after 10/1/80 and prior to 9/30/82. After 10/1/82

the option to operate a foster care
program unlei Title IV-A expire' and

States wishing to recieve Federal Foster Care Assistanc" were required

to participate in the new Title IV-E program.

The Title IV-E1 provisions of the Act became effective on October 1,

1980 for all States. An innovative but subsequently controversial part

of Title IV-8 was contained in Section 427.

Under Section 427 States were offered
incentive funding if their

child welfare program had certain policies and procedures implemented

and operating to the satisfaction of the Secretary. Although the amount

of incentive funding
available nationwide ($27 million) was relatively

small, States faced with declining resources in other social service

funding such as Title XX, were anxious to receive whatever assistance

they could to improve their child welfare service program.

Proposed regulations published in December of 1980 were subsequently

withdrawn and States were left to rely on the language of the Act itself

to implement the new program requirements. A Program Instruction

issued by ACYF on 7/1/81 instructed States wh wished to request funds

under Section 427 for FY '81 to submit a State Certification of Eligibility

for the additional funds based on
the requirements of the Act.

Although no specific criteria, guidelines or standards have yet

been issued by H.H.S. or any component
unit governing the decision

making process under Section 427, ACYF decided to conduct reviews of

each State's certification beginning in mid-FY '82.
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Because of the lack of any specific criteria, Federal Regional
Office staff wore given a great deal of latitude in interpreting when a
State's program was "operating to the satisfaction of the Secretary".
Fortunately, and I believe appropriately, most Federal Regional Office
reviews did in fact take a State specific, corrective action approach to
the verification reviews. The results were that of the 28 States who
certified eligibility for FY '81 and did not subsequently withdraw that
certification (as did five States plus Puerto Rico) all but three States
have been confirmed eligible. In addition, one other of those three
States, my own State of Vermont, Is currently arguing its case before
the H.H.S. Grant Appeals Board. I am confident that after the expenditure
of literally hundreds of hours of program and legal staff time at both
the State and Federal level of government we also will, in the near
future, join the ranks of those States whose funding for FY '81 is
assured. It is indeed unfortunate that the approach adopted by the
majority of Federal Regional Office

staff under the authority given them
to find States in substantial

or conditional compliance without need for
Central Office approval from ACYF or Children's Bureau was not mandated
by H.H.S. on all Regions and on the Central Office of ACYF and the
Ctilldren's Bureau. I believe an approach based on a State's willingness
to enter into corrective action if

necessary tends to establish a partner-
ship between State and Federal staff and offers the best opportunity to
direct and dedicate our energy toward improving the child welfare system
for our nation's children at risk.

How effective has the Act been?

The proposed rules published by H.H.S. on 12/31/80 estimated that
if this law was as effective

as advocates and suppbrters hoped it would
be, the number of children in foster

care by FY '84 should be reduced to
360,000 and should stabill., at that level. It is a measure of the
impact of PL 96-272, an impact that I believe began to be felt in child
welfare systems across the country even ,-ior to final passage, that the
most recent estimate of the number of children in foster care completed
by Maximus, Inc. in early FY '83 indicates that children in foster carenow number less than 250,000.

This figure, which tended to confirm
slightly earlier results from the American Public Welfare Association's
Voluntary Cooperative Information

System (VCIS), exceeds the most optimisticgoal of HHS by approximately 30% and leaves no doubt over the willingnessof State child welfare programs to adopt the prevention, reunification
and permanency goals contained in PL 96-272 and translate those goals
into reality for our children.
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What Changes Should Be Made?

(1) Children receiving adoption assistance under the act should receive
Medicaid from their actual state of residence regardless of the state

responsible for the adoption assistance payment. The adoption assistance

program contained in PL 96-272 provide:. faderir financial participation

for the first time in the cost of adoption subsidies for special needs

children. As a further incentive to adoption, the law specifies that
any child with respect to whom adoption assistance payments are made is

"deemed" to be a recipient of aid to families with d "pendent children

under Title IV-A and thus automatically eligible for Medicaid coverage.
When a state grants a Title IV-E adoption subsidy that subsidy must
continue to be a responsibility of the granting state as long as the
child remains eligible, regardless of where the child actually lives.

H.H.S. hes, through its Medicaid regulations, determined that when a
child moves from one state to another, residency for Medicaid purposes

remains with the state that is respolsible fir the adoption assistance

paymen. This means that a Vermont child u.ider this program whose
family moves to Arizona continues to recieve both the adoption subsidy

payment from Vermont and a Vermont Medicaid card. In reality, a Vermont

Medicaid card is of little value to the child in Arizona. H.H.S. suggests

that states deal with this by adopting enabling legislation and entering

into bilateral interstate compacts. While this may be one approach, a

far simpler and more equitable solution to a problem inherent in our

obile society is to direct, legislatively if necessary, that children
for whon Title IV-E adoption subsidy is made are deemed to be recipients

of AFDC in their actual state of residence and therefore automatically
eligible for Medicaid coverage from that state regardless of the state

responsible for paying the adoption subsidy. This would insure that the

benefits intended by PL 96-272 would actually be available to all
"special needs" adoptive children and would eliminate the administrative
nightmare currently suggested by H.H.S. as the way to accomplish this

end.

_) Federal financial participation for '..nildren otherwise eligible for

Title IV-Flince should not be tied to an individual judicial

detendrnii,on for each child that "reasonable effoT were made to

prevent or eliminate the need for removal of the ITITrfrom his home

any to ma e t_poss e or the ch d o reETF6-6ETi" own home.

gifis were notified by an ACYF Policy Announcement dated January 13,
1984 that the requirement I refer to in this :ommendation had actually

been in effect since October 1, 1983 and that compliance for each child
entering care after that date was necessary for that child to be eligible

for Ti'l- IV-E funds. Although I have absolutely no obJeztion to the
emphasis on preplacement preventive services nor to the much more active

role of the courts set forth in PL 96-272, I do object to the manner in

which H.H.S.'s ACYF component nas handled this issue. When the Department

published final program regulations effective June 22, 1983, almost
,xactly three years after the act was passed by Congress, the issue of

what was to constitute compliance with the "reasonable efforts"
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requirement effective 10/1/83 was addressed in the comment section under
"Reasonable Efforts" and in the regulations at 43CFR 1356.21(b).
Compliance was considered to be a case plan Issue and after Octoher 1,
1983 each child's case plan must "include a description of the services
offered and the services provided to preyelt removal of the child from
the home and to reunify the family."

While the Commissioner of ACYF
acknowledged that her Policy announcement of 1/13/84 containing new
requirements might cause states to have to make legislative changes in
their statutes or changes in court rules, no "grace period" was included
to allow states time to come into compliance.

In fact, tfle spectre of
retroactive disallowance of cases not in compliance with the newly
stated eequirements caused a mad scramble within states to begin to get
the required determinations from the individual courts in their legal
system. H.M.S. in mandating individual court determination of "reasonable
efforts" has provided no criteria on which the courts may base th °ir
decision. -his, it seems to me, institutionalizes unequal treatment of
individual children and uncertain access to federal assistance on the
part of the state agencies. While I am not advocating any reduction in
the role of the courts in reviewing all aspects of cases brought before
them, I do feel that the courts should not be asked to pass judgement on
the reasonableness of a',._tate child welfare agency's efforts solely for
the purpose of gaining or denying access to federal funds.

(3) Voluntary care provisions currently extended through FY '84 should
be made a permanent part of the Title EV-E-TFOgram.

Vermont Is one of
the ten states currently participating in the optional voluntary care
program under Title IV-E. Our experience has been that when a child
requires substitue care for a specific time-limited period such as
during an illness of a single parent, there is no need to add further
trauma to the situation by requiring a committment process to occur
before a judge. We feel that the requirement for a specific time-
limited agreement that may not exceed six months in duration without
judicial concurrence that an extension beyond six months will be in the
best interest of the child, and the right of the povnt(s) to terminate
the voluntary care agreement upon notice to the Department, sufficiently
protects the procedural rights of the child. The Department and parent(s)
are then acting cooperatively rather than adversarily to further the
cinid's best interests.

Prior to PL 96-272 many states including Vermont had provisions for
taking children into care on a voluntary basis that did not have the
procedural safeguar..s required to participate in this program under the
act. Vermont made the necessary statutory and procedUral changes to
comply with the requirements for federal financial participation in
voluntary care. The availability of such funding on a permanent basis
will, I believe, have a positive effect on many other states who will
also be encouraged to modify their voluntary care programs so that the
rights of children and parents are more protected.
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(4) The Title IV-E foster care requirement for re-determination of

eligibilit y every six months snould be repealed. PL 96-272 consolidated

child welfare program requirements and r sdiiii-admiristration of Title

and Title IV-E of child welfare s es and foster care under one

agency at the state level. I bellev, ss intended a clear separation

of child welfare and foster care $rc Title IV A program. This

intention was mirrored within H.H transfer of foster care respon-

sibility from the Office of Family ince (UFA) to the Administration

for Children Youth and Families (ACM. Unfortunately, the law did

maintain a linkage with the Title IV-A Public Assistance program by

limiting eligibility for foster care payments under Title IV-E to those

children who, if they were in their own home, would meet the requirements

for assistance under Title IV-A. Child welfare programs have historically

focused on meeting the needs of children without regard to their economic

circumstances and the emphasis on eligibility determination for the

purpose of obtaining federal matching for that portion of the child

welfare caseload that meets the Title 1V-A standards is seen at best as

a necessary step to obtain needed resources. Ideally, federal support

with foster care should be available to all ch4'dren who need it. The

increased cost could be offset by increased efforts to obtain participation

in the cost of foster care by those parents who can afford it. Short of

that, there seems to be little benefit in the H.H.S. regulatory requirement

that the linkage between the Title IV-A program and receipt of Title IV-

E benefits be constantly monitored and formally re-determined every six

months. Vermont's experience, and I understand the experience of other

states, is that rarely does the situation of children change so that

they become ineligible after an initial finding of Title IV-E eligibility.

Therefore the requirement for constaat and continuing re-determinations

of eligibility draws resources and valuable staff time away from the

primary focus of the act which is to facilitate the exit of the child

from foster care dt the earliest possible time. I am sure your committe.

wc,' i agree that it is far hotter policy economically and socially to

bend our efforts toward the Parly resolution of the problems that made

foster care a necessary service than it is to divert efforts into justifying

eligibility for continued federal participation in the on-going cost of

foster care.

(5) Title TV-8 should be funded at $266 million as authorized by the act.

In FY '81 Cor,_ress funded Title IV -8 at the Teverig1113.55 million.

The appropriation level for FY '84 is $165 million or an increase over

five years of less than 1%. The other traditional funding source

chli'd welfare services, Title XX, is currently funded at only 90% of the

FY '81 level. It is a sad commentary on this nation's priorities that

at a tin when the military has experienced double digit after inflation

grolth in the resources dedicated to destruction, the allocation of

resources targeted toward improving the lives of our most precious

resource, our children, have actually declined.
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I strongly support the goals and objectives of PL 96-272 and would
particularly like to dedicate more resources toward prevention activities.
We have the technology and expertise to identify "high risk" populations
and I firmly believe that early intervention through services such as
parent support and training will avoid the need for more expensive
agency intervention that follows family breakdown.

My sense is that this emphasis on prevention so prominent in the
philosophy and policy of PL 96-272 is generally subscribed to by my
colleagues around the country in the child welfare field. In order to
translate these goals into reality for our citizens we need a re-affirmation
of federal leadership and committment through resource allocation aswell as rhetoric. I ask that you join us in helping to create a truly
effective federal, state and local partnership on behalf of children and
families.

Thank you 'or your patience in listening to my thoughts and for
your Interest in improving c.ir nation's child welfare and foster care
system.

ARP/rw
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State of Vermont
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DEPPItiMi r OF SOCIAL AND arilAdILITAVON SERVICES

AGENCY III HUMAN SERVICES
Hun Cffiee

Osgood loan
Waterbury OFsce cowykr

Waterbury, Vermont 05474

May 10, 1984

Ms. Caroline Reines-Graubard, Esq.
Departmental Grant Appeals Board
Switzer Building, Room 2004

330 C Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201

Re: Vermont Department of Social and Rehabilitation Services, Docket

No. 83-196

Dear Caroline.

Attached please find an original and two copies of Vermont's
quantification of the unequal enforcement of the Adoption Assistance and

Child Welfare Act of 1980.

The quantification is submitted pursuant to the GAB ruling con-

tained in your May 1, 1984 letter to the parties. On the basis of this

information and information previously submitted by Vermont, Vermont re-

asserts its argument that ACYF's unequal enforcement of Public Law 96-

272 violates the constitutional right of Vermont children to equal

protection under the law. Vermont further asserts that ACYF's unequal

enforcement violates the constitutional right of Vermont children to

enjoy the sae.) privileges and immunities as children of other states.

The quantification's conclusion that at least 23 states benefited

from en ACYF interpretation of PL 96-272 that was less rigid than the

ACYF interpretation applied in Vermont's case should not be construed as

an indication that Vermont believes that the favorably treated States

Should haNe been treated more harshly. To the contrary, Vermont believes

that the corrective action approach taken in the compliance reviews of

the favorably treated states is the only fair enforcement ,rocess for PL

96-272 in view of the total absence of prior ACYF guidance regarding the
ACYF interpretation of the PL 96-272 provisions. Rather than seeking

more rigid treatment of the favorably treated states, Vermont instead

seeks application of the approach used in the favorably treated States

to Vermont.

+.[Utims add, es*
DEPARTto T [IF SOCI AL AND RI-MAW/ ITATION SI IA V K ES Watetbuty

103 '[..,[th Mn a Sir ret Wale Fla.. V, 1-,[11 05576

Tclrphonet07 241 2100
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As Exhibit A indicates, ACYF failed
to provide the federal eligi-

bility reports for years subsequent to FY ,el. Vermont's Motion toProduce requested all federal eligibility reports. While Vermont believes
the FY '81 reports(ind the FY '82 reports which Vermont acquired n' itsown) are sufficient to establish Vermont's argument, in the interest of
comprehensiveness, Vermont request; the GAB to order ACYF to make all
federal eligibility reports available for incorporation into the record.Since the Arkansts appeal pertains to FY '82, I expect that Breck Hopkins
would request production of these reports also.

Unless the Board believes otherwise,
Vermont does not believe it isnecessary to offer a Vermont quantification

of the material that ACYF
has not yet produced. I believe that mere incorporation of the reports
from subsequent years 'nto the record will be sufficient to protect
Vermont's interest in developing a complete record.

Thank you for your consideration.

SBMcL/rw

cc/Joyce McCourt, Esq.
Breck Hopkins, Esq.
Allen Ploof

Comm. John Burchard

Sincereq,

I

STEVEN B. McLEOD
Assistant Attcrney General
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT

OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

DEPARTMENTAL GRANT APPEALS 30AR0

VERMONT DEPARTHMENT OF SOCIAL AND

PEHABILITATION SERVICES

Appellant

Okt. No 33-196

VS.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

ADMINISTRATION FOR CHTLDREN, YOUTH AND FAMILIES

ResnoncInt

SUPPLEMENTAL APPEAL FILE

May 10, 1984
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DEPARTMENT 0, HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVI':ES

GRANT APPEALS BOARD

In re: Vermont Department
of Social and

Rehabilitation Services

AFFIDAVIT OF ALLEN PLOOF

Exhibit A

Dkt. No. 83-196

Allen Ploof, Being Duly Sworn, Deposes and Says:

1. I have been employed as the Policy and Procedures Consultant forthe Vermont Department of Social and Rehabilitation Services (hereinafterSRS) since mid-1981.

2. At the request of SRS Counsel
Steven McLeod, I have analyzed allavailable ACYF Sec. 427 Eligibility Repot. and the "Comparative Studyof State Case Review Systems Phase II: Dispositional Hearings, Vols. 1,2" for the purpose of determining

whether ACYF's compliance actionagainst Vermont was based on a more rigid interpretation of
the AdoptionAssistance and Child Welfare Act (Public Law 96-272) than war, applied Incompliance reviews of other state:.

3. Prior to conducting this
comparative analysis, I became intimatelyfamiliar with the content of

Public Law 96-272 and the ACYF compliancereview process as a result of the following professional activities:

a. Employment under the Inter-Governmental
Personnel Act as aProgram Analyst for the Children's

Bureau of the federal Health andHuman Serivces Agency in 1980-81. In this position, I was a
member of a special task force to develop the draft regulations forPL 96-272 published on 12/31/80.

Subsequent to publication, I
assisted in the analysis of comments on the regulations from
January-June 1981.

b. During early 1981, I also participated in a Pre-Test of the427 Eligibility Review procedure in the State of Virginia. Followingmy return to Vermont, I participated
at ACYF's request in a RegionI federal child welfare program revie,1 of Massachusetts.

c. I also have been deeply involved in Vermont's attempt toImplement the Pl. 96-272 requirements.
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4. Prior to employment with the federal government, I was involved with

child welfare services administration through employment as Vermont

SRS's Director of Social Services from 1973-1980. Vermont's Director of

Social Services holds responsibility for statewide administration of

Vermont's child welfare services programs.

5. The comparative analysis described in Exhibits B and C required

roughly 80 hours of my time.

6. In conducting the analysis, I attempted at ad times to be objective

and unbiased.

7. One of the grounds for ACYF's sanction against Vermont was the
failure to provide hearing; for TPR children at clearly defined times.

8. In FY '81 Vermont did provide by policy for administrative hearings

for TPR children at clearly defined six month intervals. Vermont also

provided other hearing opportunities for TPR children which were not

held at clearly defined intervals.

9. ACYF refused to accept the six month administrative hearings as
court approved administrative hearings, and found Vermont out of compliance

with Public Law 96-272 because the other hearing opportunities for TPR
children were not held at clearly defined intervals.

10. Vermont was also found out of compliance with Public Law 96-272 for
an alleged failure to hold dispositional hearings for other children in

foster care at 13 month intervals.

11. My comparative analysis indicates that 22 other states failed to

hold dispositional hearings at clearly defined time periods for either
particular categories of or all children In foster care. See, Ex. 8, I;

Ex. C.

12. Of these 22 states, ACYF found 18 of them either conditionally or

fully eligible for ry "31. See, Ex 8.

13. Only one state besides Vermont was i.oligible on the basis of the

Tack of herrings at deined time periods That state was Rhode Island,

like Vermont, a Region I State. See, EA C. p. 11.

14. Mississipp., Nebraska and Nevada, the other three states included

in E. B. which did not achieve eligibility status in FY .8i, withdrew

their ecplications subsequent to the ACYF eligibility reports. See, Fx.

9 I, Ex. C. N'ssissipoi was found eligible on policy ground: prior to

withdrawal. Ex. C., p.5, Nevada was found fully eligible in FY '82

despite a continued failure to hold hearings at clearly defined Intervals.

See, Zx. C, p.7. Nebraska was also found eligible In FY '82, ACYF has

not provided Vermont with the FY '82 eligibility report an Nebraska, so

Vermont is unable to determine whether the failure to hold hearings at

clearly defined intervals persisted into FY '82.
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15. Vermont was also found out of compliance for en alleged failure to
require "face to face" dispositional hearirgs where all parties were
agreed to a dispositional plan.

16. Six other states were fouod fully eligible in Ff '81 despite the
alleged failure to require face to face hearings. See, Ex. A,1I.

17. Vermont contends that the Ve-moot dispositional hearings held
shortly after a child enters foster care satis=y the Public Law 96-272
Sec. 475 (5) (c) re,yirement of an ia,tial Uispositiohal hearing within
ID months. See, Appellant's Brief.

18. ACYF contends, in Vermont's GAB appeal, that this l,ear-ng occurs
"too soon" after a child enters foster care. See, Respondent's 3ri.f.

19. A dispositional hearing soon after entry into foster care was
expressly accepted by ACYF three other states. See, Fx. 8..1V.

20. While Vermont was not sanctioned for alleged administrative reviewviolations, I also discovered in my comparative analysis five states
which were found eligible in FY '81 even though ACYF acknowledged that
their administrative review procedures did not meet a rigid interpretation
of the PL 96-272 requireaents.

21. In all, I found 23 different states wn'Lh were found conditionally
or fully eligible in FY '81 despite vOfF's actnowledgment

that they
failed to meet a rigid interpretation of the PL '16-Z72 requirements.

22. Only five reports failed to document clear variances
from a strict interpretation of PL 96-272. See, Ex. 8.,V.

23. Of those five reports, two contained only check marks Indicating
compliance with PL 96-272 requirements.

these two reports failed to
contain any explanatory comment.

Thus, it's impossible to say whether
or not these two states were in compliance with a narrow interpretation
of the act or benefitted from ACYF

tolerance of variations from a rigid in-
terpretation of the law. Ex. B, V.

24. It is apparent from several federal eligibility resorts on favor-at:0y
treated states that federal reviewers attmnpted to minimize compliance
probleirs in those states in their written comments. Thus, it Is -eason-
able to rssume tnat the actual variance from a rigid interpretation of
PL 9f -272 was even more prcrounced than the federal eligibility reports
inditte.

25. Despite Vermont's request for all ACYF eligibility reports, ACYF
failed to provide any additional reports for years subsequent to FY '81

26. Due to this failure, I relied on Ex. D or information regarding
eligibility for subsequent years where subsequent eligibility seemed
possibly pertinent to my analysis.
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27. The failure of ACYF to provide eligibility reo--ts for subsequent

years preventea me from analyzing the exact length at time that incon-

sistent enforcement if the program has perListed.

AT.-1,7-irri, UQF

SAscrited and sworn to before me this 10tH day of May, 1934.

, ^ L
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Exh.bit 3 - cwanti:Acation Suiena,y Charts

STATES LACKING CLEARLY VEFIECD TINES enR

PERIODIC 015POSITZWAL ovinws Fr,R SOME oh ALL C3ILDRE17

Federal Cat-eget ,es .,iren Fired PartodicStates Region Review Outcome Dv,posii,cnal Hea x:1-253

Arkansas VI Slag FY '81 TPR children
Colorado VIII Slog FY '31, '82 00 children in voluntar/ care
C,necticut Pre-test 5111.3 FY '81, '82 alildren placed with relatives not re-

'laved, no spc,itied oeriod for dlsro-
^ition31 reviews after first review

Delaware :'.II F,lrg FY '81, '82 Fo11cw-,.3 dispositional hearings nor held
Florida IV Slag, FY '82 TPR children
;dahO X cilg. FY '82 TPF1 thildr,31, youth rehabilitation ch.ldren
:ova vi: Elug. FY '81, 82 Unaccompanied refager xupor., voluntary

placements
r? :!I 511- -e '81 Nn sp k dasPo"sitional review,

' B' :1") ,h111ran r.ornnir ted to Mich.gan Child
.tens Ins f ,ua

vii rY '82 I'S rhil3ren .1,e 11 .11 -'3r
aptroved

'5 S. ,/r.hdrcw)
7 -V

1,^?ella

5,,P vs ' n6enorly

stir lur ^r. Llaceo r, .vats child care
aarnc1P_, 7.h.iC.LQn under tribal courts;
n,ldron niter lur-aC.Ictien cf probation

nbiusKa II 41i.,nrc,.., Ii '91 FPR ,iccorling to Comparative'52 Stuay I p 2-16)
Ne ado WIthara. FY '3. ,,..r c.N4e-

ry 82

uklanir, r_aa FY

p; sae Island I '11;5 '7 '51 A.1 ea,<,
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So. Carolina IV !lag. FY '81, '82 All cases

So. Dakota yin Elig. FY '81, '82 All cases

Tennessee IV Elig. FY '81, 82 All cases

Utah VIII Elag. FY '81, '82 TPR chiloren

Waw`..ogton X flog. FY '81 188 children

W. Virginia III Elig FY '81, '82 All cases

II STATES WHICH PROVIDED FOR OTHER THAN

A FACE TO FAcE DISHOSIT/ONAL HEARING

States

Isogon

Misaruri

Vi

a. ,ia

wasringtor,

Wyoming

Fe tarsi
Re,1 ion Review 01.1tC0t118

X flog. Fy '81, '82

VII Elog FY '81, '8:

Elig FY '81

ITT flog FY '82

X Eoig FY '81, 82

VIII flog FY '81, 'P2

Comments on Dispositional Hearing*

fearing is option of the court

"The regional office has concurred
with the State on the issue of seen-
annual case reviews and reports to
the court cons titutv g a dispositIonal
hearing."

Hearing is option of the court

State pett,.ions but . "court frequently
does not hold such a hearing."

"Some counties if all notified ,.rd all

agree, hearing is waived'

Court ox,rail,,at 3 and makes recommendations
based on viol 'lied with court

111 STATES WITH ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW VARIFNIES

Delaware

re, ,Cx

.,arolor,'

S. Dakota

Utah

III Elig. FY '81, '82 Worker/supergisor reviews accepted

IV Eli? ' '32 -n-, oil review required for "old aces"

:11 Elio F1, '81 Dictation in case record accepted if
initialed by supervisor

'.1II Flig '81, '32 ""'here is no nandatory six month review
required for children in basic foster care."

' FY 87 TPF, children not wiver, six month reviews
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IV. STATES WHERE DISPOSIIIC .'.L ErRIN,

.rEFE FCUND ACCEPTAaLE WHEN hELD Sh'?TL'r ,HTE.4 ENTERLD I.'

Federal
State Regicn Review Outvree

Lel aware III Elkg FY '81, 'e7 *-ttaal rscC,Itlo. 11 hear-, ,f
)-C .; after placement"

Mode Island I est_adrcyr 1 '81 Pro .11, u 1r 1 ncl a,,i"..e as 1.-
2. £01111 h-Irrrs .ithin 13 trc-Itic..

s.drylara Slag. F'Y heir..qq rpon "ntr In c-,rar care
a.;ceptrd a dir, he at

rnatn,

rrircrd

1ecrg..a

_'tors

1.D r.:^_ra

.1(

1'1

oar ctu V1lI

STATE" eITH t.0 D.2c5.,r.Errri.: VA

'91, '27 :L. aracn.

_la- FY '62 No rnr act:- rer,rt
Slij, FY '81, 3.2 qc a, .C 'OC./11C I

Slag FY '82 tar -tad
Ell; FY '91,
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VAPIANri I Rwt Pt of-272
STATE 12/ Rego,rphhf

ARKANSAS ill

tntOwAtO (2)

(1)

TOM'tttiT

Exhiblt

Arkansas ,as foh,t ott,lOe to w th A I,:1,1- 0--pondent's reply to appettant (date', 2/:0 /Dh
sIttoh-,1 roviFv sihdlar to Vermont', for pale 16) arkoowIr Nos slmilaritv of irrponf and
TPR r;,'1, hen see Colpotative Stud) Vol 1 p 7-11 Arkansas's system for TPR Children and "on this
(sae (hd:tarlfive Stair of 1 p 1-11. Eliq Report basis the State (Arkansas) has bred determined
'or fY'21 R.-:hdpondutions c 5) iteligible f,r Pitfl2 " Aside from the t'ct that

Arkansas appealipy the MP7 decision, respon-
dent does l mention thr differential treatment
in FfISI when vtrpont via found inellg;h1r and
Arkansas f-ttot ol based on m1tar proce-
dures frr TPR Shildte. 1,spondent ,:su dors not
mrnt,on that hteretnt's rtlet systel fo, err

childrrr, ln Frill has been found by federal P7-
gion 1 reviewers to meet 427 required.nts.

"The review of p.p children in voluntary place-
uhlits is d,ne consult/ in post counties, howe-nr,
tevtews du nom !TN t 427 requirements (FY'AI
Elie, Report Summary p 3) See also Cfrnparattve
Study Vol 1 p ^-4

CONNECTICUT (1) "The case record sample survey revealed a signi-
ficant mailer of relarie placem,,ts. In these
instances, Department policy dictated that the
initial court .rder exempted the necessity for
subsequent dispositional hearings" (Elie. Re-
view D. Summary p.7

"The definition of periodicity (as determined by
the State) for the second dispositional hearing
is too narrow." (El ,o Review - °toe Prot--
tural Safoeuards p 8)

69
IMINIMIIMV"M

Federal reviewers acknowledge that dispositional
reviews for a group of children for whom the
state is resp,e0ble do not meet 427 requirements
yet the State was found itgibie in fY'M We und-
derstand that State has been found Eligihle fop FY'

62 as well but Respondent has not provided a coPy of
the Report.

The derision that "relative placements" were a form
of Permanent placement and therefore acceptable was
an administrative decision made by ACYF Central
office during the 427 Pre-test in which Connecti-
cut participated. This rationale is opposite the P
interpretation in Vermont's case; namely, that 475
(5)(C) requires that all children in custody receive
periodic reviews.

The lack of specified period for subsequent re-
views was recognized as a problem but did not
affect eligibility in either FY'81 or FY'82. A dis-
positional hearipq shortly after placement was deter-
mined to he an acceptable means of satisfying the 475
(5)(C) requirement for an initial dispositional hear-
ing within 18 months ACYF has expressly refused
to tale this position in Vennont's case.



(2)

VARIANCE FROM PL96-272
STATE 427 Requirements

DELAWARE 0) Policy foul... acceptable in FI'82 Elig. report al

though extensive failure to implement policy is
noted - p.8 of Elig. Report explains that initial

dispositional hearings held "shortly after place-
ment were acceptable' however, follow-up dispos-
-firoal hearings [at !8 months] were not held
by September 30, 1982." "This situation poses
concern for future reviews and future verifi-
cation if remedial action is not taken "quickly."
Also, page 9 of the Elig. Report documents that
case practice did not follow policy with respect
to administrative -.views. Among 60 Cases fauna
to be acceptable, 35 used Internal Administrative
Reviews to meet the six month periodic review
requirement. Sixteen of the internal Administra-
tive Reviews were held without notification of the
child's parents or guardian contrary to new DCPS
Policy requirements. (See table 4). Further, in 26
of the 35 cases, an independent third party was not
present at the review, again contrary to PEPS
Policy (See table 4). In these situations the Ad-
ministrative Review was t:nically carried out between
the worker and the w..ker's supervisor."

Lack of policy implementation was documented by
Comparative Study Vol 1p. 2-12 which found in
the spring of 1983 that the dispositional review

system mandated in September of 1982 was "not yet
implemented."

FLORIDA (5) "The Case Review System of Florida meets the re-
qui'ements of Section 475 (5) of the Act condit(on-
al,y. Though dispositional hearings are required

COMMENT

Of the 14 failed cases in the Delaware case sample
all ,ere disqualified due to lack of periodic follow-
up dispositional hearings. Note dispositional hear-
ings were "not due" in 27 cases and 31% of the case
sample was determined to be in "permanent plecement
and therefore exempt from the 18 month follow-up hear-
ing."

Cases re"iewed by practices that did not follow
PL96-272 requirements or DCDS policy were found
acceptable.

Florida's statutes do not require hearings for TPR

Children (See AppelTiari Reply Zrief, P. 16-17),
yet Florida was granted "Condieional eligibility."
State found eligible for FY'82.

7 0



VAII.ANL: FROM PL96-212
STATE 42, Requirements

FLOPIDA (5)

(continued)

(31

by (lorida statute and policy, they were not al-
ways held for children who had reached the age
of tjority or children whose parental rights had
been terminated Th,s is the weakest link in
Florida's case review system and must be corrected
Mg. Report FY'82 Section C Case Review System
The Comparative Study also indicates that where
TPR has already occurred oispositional hearings are
not held (See Comparative Study Vol 1 p 2-12)

No detail included in Flig report far 11'82

IDAHO (7) Comparative Study p 2-1" inJicates that Idaho
does not hold dispositional reviews where TPR
has already occurred. Elio. Report for rY'32
(sr tion C) indicates a problem in this area-
"The state must consistently hold dIsposItional
hearings for youth rehablitation (YR) children
and children for whom parental rights have been
terminated--The-Siate stiould inform the cerrt of
iPiefili7fime frames as content for P1.96-217
dispositional hearings " (underscoring Idded)

ILLINOIS (8) No variance documented

IOWA (9)

kAN,AS (ii);

Elig Report FY'81 L 'Fli (Case Review) points out
....hat there are no dispositional hearings after

original hearing ft), unaccompanied refugee minors.
Conparative StJuy p,213 indicates that where
TPR has occu red hearings 'were not yet imple-
mented everywnere in early 1983

Eligibility Report for FY'81 (Sc o state P4ency
Level Review) found tharrkinAS policies extant
for FY'81 did not as explicitly address the re-
quirements of Public Zuv q1,212 as the subse-

COMMENTS

State found eligible for FY'82

Eligibility Report contains little retail but
confirms a TPR problem as documented in the subse-
quent 'Comparative Study State found Eligible for
PCP:,

State eligible for FY'81 and FY'82.

Although tligibility 'Report indicates that refuge-
children are in "long term foster care" the
reviewers do "encourage" the Department in its
development of mandatory district review teems.
as 'these would include unaccompanied refugee
minors and voluntary placements." State found
Eligible for FY'81 and fY.82.

Weakness cited in FY'81 policy included no re-
requirement for a written case plan 6S described
In PL96-212 - however, policy implemented in
November of 1981 (FFY'1982) was accepted as



(4)

VARIANCF FROM CIR6-272

STATE _427 Requirtments ccrlEhr

KANSAS (-1:

(continued)

(pent poll e, developed during FY.F1
operational for FY 82 Accnrdingly, the
balance of this rrporl focusrs on current_poli-
cies in force during Fv92iiFfeW address more

the reouirements or FL96-

772" (underscoring

YFNTODY (II) F.1.n Review for FY.81 (see case review syste-i)
documented that Kentucky required an annual
administrative review for "old cases".

KENTUCKY (11a)

MAINE (12)

rlig Review for FY.F12 - no new review of policy
cnnlucted, state tnund Eligible base,' on FY'81

Review finding:.

)tine withdrew its certification for FY'81 and
O'Re

MARYLAND (Ii) No inforlation is include, lh El ii ;1e0ort for

FY'81

7'

rectng this requirement (see Elig Review - Case
plan) dispositional Review arrangements were given
the benefit of the doubt by eligibility reviewers-
"We infer from the Kansas Statutes and the CP
Manuirgat the current administrative Review
arrange is 'approved" by Kansas courts within the
.weaning of PL9G -272 to serve as a dispositional
hearing every six months " (underscoring added)
State eligible for FY'81 and FY182

Although Policy requirement is a review every
six months, Federal reviewers chose to only find
individual cases out of conpiiance while overall
policy was accepted. State found Eligible for
FY'81

State foinJ eligible for FY182.

In a phone conversation of 6/23/83 between
Charlotte Kiny of Maryland's Social Service Ad-
ministration and Allen Ploof, Ms. King acknow-
ledged that Regior III reviewers had been "very
liberal" in their policy review. Examples cited
included allowing dictation in the case record
to count as an "Administrative Review" if the
dictation was initialed by a supervisor. Also

Ms. King reported that although Maryland had no
policy with respect to periodic dispositional
reviews, the Federal Reviewers determined that
the initial dispositional review (usually held
within 24 hours of the child entering care) met
the 427 requirement for a dispositional review



STATE

MA0,1A110 (13)

(c,AElnued)

M1CHIGA4 (11)

(5.

VAR1A8EE ERRE1 Pl95 -272

421 Requirements__

,omfarative S'..J0), Vol I p. 2-15 pointed out that
Tie Cases who ore State wards have administrative
review rather than a court realer Tne dig. Re-

:Jett for F1'81 (scet, rase review system) found that
Michigan's policy was acceptable although no disK-
pus'ttenal hearings were Erdix't,d Ay TIM and

i ?'r .74,TOP committed to
0,1.-n=lanThildren's estitute which is a part of
of the %tat?. agent:

Federal reviews 11d hrvever find individual TPR
'Aces witnnut ',cord of dispositional hearings
Inet,olhin pending review by Central Office ACYF

MI1,1:SAU f14al fru,,s that sincc Michigan probate court loses
(Appear 111-10) Ill )urlSd1ctibb over TPR children committed

to Iii IS then the act ,f cenmittment rust be

req,rded as "appointment and approval" (see page
17) Appellant's brief also argues that case
sample methodology unfyirly over-represented
TPR cases in the Michigan sample

MINIESOIA (1S) Eliq. Review for FrAZ (1.4.) notes "state should
-etonsider the practice of discctinuing disposi-
tional hearings when a youth of age 14 declines
adoption unless the court specifies o permanent
placement for that youth "

73

to be hela within V.. months Maryland's prac-
tice of hold1nq subsequent dispositional reviews
"as needed" also was accepted. State Eligible for
FY'81

Policy varionre for TPR children was not treated as
a compliance issue that automatically disqualified
Michigan. This issue is smith,- to the Vermont
situation except that automatic disqualification of
Vee tont based on TPR policy was recommended by
Region 1 reviewers.

Central Office ACYF initially supported denial of
Michigan's 427 Eligibility for TY'81 based on dis-
qualification of actuvl cases. Michigan appealled
to the G.A.B

Upon receipt of brief ACYF withdrew its finding

of non-compliance (see exhibit 14R) An identical
arguement regarding implied approval by Vermont's
District Court of Department review of TPR
cases has been rejected by ACYF. State eligible
FY'81.

Review team was aware of state policy to exempt a
group of children from d'-positional revel,:

e. 1PR over age 14 but did not raise this as
a compliance issue.



(6)

VARIANCE FROM PL 96-772

STATE 427 Requirements

MINNOSOTA (15)

(oontioved)

missiS'APPI (16)

4ISSOUPI (17)

75". of rejected case records showed no evidence

that a dispositional hearing was conducted -
implication in Elig. Review (p.3) is that local
agencies are not observing periodic review re-
qui-ement

Elig. Review cover letter to Commissioner
(page 2) "The state's decision not to review
rases where termination of parental rights was
underway had a deleterious effect The law
(P06-2771 does not provide for the postponement
of reviews "

Eligibility Report (p 5)
"The state guidelines allow the case plan for each
child to be a single document or a series of docu
ments in summary narrative, letter and/or formal
report form."
Eligibility Report (p.7)
"The regional office has concurred with the State
on the issue of semi-annual case reviews and re
ports to court constituting a dispositional hear -
ing"

"We would encourage the State to go forward in

their efforts to legislate li month hearings
actual ,ppearance before the court "

74

COMMENT

In spite of policy problems state was found
"conditionally" in compliance for FY'82 due to a
73% case record score.

Reviewers acknowledge policy issue re TPR but
found Mississippi eligible as to policy anyway.
State failed '81 based on case outcome
(See scoring for State Agency Level Review -
Elig Report dated 9/2/82)
State Pissed FY'82.

Reviewers expressed difficulty with the lack of
a single case plan document but accepted this
policy.

Reports to the court with an opportunity for any
party to request an actual hearing were made a
compliance issue for Vermont but the similar
arrangement in Missouri has been approved as
"substantially acceptable." (elig. report p.10)

State fourd eligible for Fyn and FY'82. which

O



(7)

VARIANCE FROM P196-272
STATE 427 REQUIREMENTS COMMENT

mONiANA (1'1

NERRASvA (1q)

Eligibility report has no information on the
v4rinus elioibility areas in the body of the
report ther than to indicate that each area
was "met." The summary of Montana section
427 review p. 2 lists several problems under
'Issues" with respect to groups of children
who were not included in periodic or eligib-
ility reviews However, reviewers noted that
"r)-loms with the periodic reviews and/or
dispositional hearings (See Issues a.e.and
c. ?hove) shorld be resolved with implemen-
tation of the new foster care review system
The logrep of Implementation will depend on
roweration and participation of these agee-
C1PS "

Elio. Review (rover letter) FY'81
"Nebraska was reviewed on the basis of the
state's understanding of the statutory re-
quirements . .Therefore, the review team
applied certain state specific interpreta-
tions to the review process."

comparative Study (Vol. I P. 2-16) indicates
that in early 1981 .PR children in agency
custody were excluded from dispositional hear-
ing process.

70

Problems with periodic and dispositional reviews were
overlooked based on the state's plan to implement
an improved s stem State's policy was approved for
FY'81 and '82. State '-und eligible for FY.81 and
71'82.

One example of Federal Reviewers flexability was the
acceptance of the state's definition of a case plan
"although it was very broad and found not to be
readily identifiable in the Cases reviewed "
(Elig. Report P. 4)

Nebraska was found eligible for FY'82.



STATE

NEVADA (20)

VADIANCE FROM PL98-272
427 Requirements

FI:g'hility Review for FY'81 (see cover letter
l'elscher to Hodges dated 6/24/82)
"A 'nn -' the major areas of deficipn,v was
in regard to the requirement for dispositional
6arings. State staff members who participated
with is in the review effort anticipated this
finding, namel that wsposltional ilearin_gs
ere not held, parITECT1405-1TW7641- areas.
Sate staff' advised that it is highly unlikely
that the State would ever be in compliance
with this requirement because (I) there Is no
fulltime Juvenile Court Ssten in some areas
(2) cost Juvenile Court fudges do not consider
Dispositienal Hearings as a priority for inclu-
sion on the Court Dockets and (3) the State

Agency does not have the authority to require
the Juvenile Court Judges to schedule/hold
Dispositional Hearings."

NEVADA (20A) FY'82 Eligibility Report completed 3/11/83 -
(see policy clarification) "The following two
policies were used In the decisions of whether
or not a case record was accept,ble
1 Dispositional Hearings are not required,

but periodic reviews are required
for adoption cases where neither the inter-
TocutoryrniTTicree hi747been riTuW7

2. (underscaiini-added)

76

COMMENT

Nevada withdrew its certification for FY'81 since
the State had never used the money and Its case
acceptance level would place it in the conditional
range By withdrawing, or being found ineligible
for FY'81 (both options were laid out for the state
by Fleiscner), the State could be found conditionally
eligible for FY'82. This report indicates a deci-
cision ln FY'82 was deferred, until a subsequent
review to be condicted after the close of FY'82

Although this policy did not affect the outcome of
of the Eligibility review, it was the announced
decision of the Federal Review team that they
would accept cases that complied with Nevada TPR
policy. Not only was Nevade's 'Nitta of not re-
quiring a dispositional hearinior-TPR children
accepted, (contrary to Region l's decision regar,
ing Vermont) but in addition, reviewers accepted
TPR cases that were Own onl, periodic administra-
tive review and no dispositional hearings (See
"on-site Case Record 14,,::-(") Nevada was found in full
compliance for FY'82.



(0)

VARIANCE fROH 2116 21?
91AdE a2i Requirements

NEW dEacEy (21) [-holt-0,1,-y Report completed 7/23/92 foo-d New
Jersey in full Coapliance for FY'81 FY*42 de

was referred psnding "further clatifa-
tion from our central office in Washington" he-
cause the case record survey for FY'82 reve
comp"an,e in less ihan 801 of the 150 case' samp-
led (ectdal score was /40

in the 1 /23'r.2 Lligibility Report, federal review-

e-s expressed concern over the high number of
cases that did not meet periodic review require-
ments (18 in FY'81, JO in FY'82) including 25
where no indopendent party was present The lack
of timely dispositional reviews. 19 cases in FY'
81 and 24 rases in FY'82 also caused reviewers

to "r(commehd that the Diversion of Youth and
Family Services investigate these math -s to de-
termne whether they result from poor documen-
tation, Intl of diligence in adhering to its
rolicies or perhaps from sane other condition which
ma/ require further amendments to its current no-
VernTPq reiiii111717corIng

ULU YORV fligibility Report completed 6/25/82 pnin's out
`hat Social Service Law does nut require that
A dispositional hArinq be held within 12 months
only that a petition be filed in fomily court
when a child has remained in foster care for
eighteen mortht

7

*

Our information is t at N Jersey has been found
found Eligible for FY'87 However, Respondent
provided no subsequent eligibility report.

'n spite of evidence chat raised questions concern ^3
whether or not certain required protections were
"in place and operating" as required by RL96-277,
the State's policy was accepted based on overall
case outco.ae F'deral reviewers recommended the
State review the findings and take corrective action
if necessary.

Reviewers recommended that the Social Sevices law
be changed to "guarantee timely dispositional
hearings " Policy was accepted based on uase re-
view results which indicated substantial compliance.

State eligible for FV*111 and FY'82.

C3



(IP)

VARIANCE FROM PL96-272
STAFF 427 Requirements

NORTH CAROLINA (231 No variance decomentea on Frnt Eligibility
omat

NOR4 (iv) No oar', tIvr Information contained in 1-8 /
Fligibil tv Pepct

OHIO k7,)

MAI-MA 2c)

Eligiollity Rercrt fir 1-1.01 and FY'81

"onirl'tal 10/10/2 State fail-d FY'Dl ,n

policy anJ case re:law (score of 49Z)
Decision on F0'62 w,tnheld

Eligibility Review for FY'61 and FY'P2 con-
ducted 11/4/82 "Periodic disvositional
hearings subsequent to the original dispo-
sitional hearings are "triggered" on an "as
needed' bases . ." Although this review
was conducted after the close of FY'82 re-
viewers expressed concern over "me,Or
emerging problems" . . . such as "late
perich."- reviews and periodic dispositional
hearings " Apparently when reviewers
determined that the State would fail FY'82
They decided to terminate the review and
conduct a separate review "during FY'83,
utilizino a separate sample including cases
opened prior to April 1, 1982. "At issue is
tie state definition of 'periodicity' of
dispositional hearings, and the interpreta-
tion 881231 (effective 10/19/81) and H81466

COII4IHT

State eligible for FY'82

Slate eligible for FY'Al and FY'82

41.hlugh Oleo was reviewed after the close of FY'82
frr t,,etn '81 and '32, gYF has apparently not male a
decision yet on FY'82. If a decision has been made
foe Ohio for FY'82 based on a subsequent report, Res-
pondent has not provided appellant with a ccpy of
surh report.

Lock of specific time for subsequent periodic revic,vs

WS accepted for FY'81 and State was fouro eligible.



WIPIAIC, FROM PLO, -271
STATE 427yrquirmuent'___

OkLAHOMA (70
tcontinueel

(

RHODE ISLAND (2R)

COMPIT

(effective 1o,01/P') regarding rewired per- Respondent has not provided a subsequent report fJr
,od,r-ty of c spo,Ition41 hearings subsequent this State fcr FYIt' Howover we understand ACYF
t, elii'oil dispesitioral order'" co, -leers Oklahcm) to be in full compliance for

FY' 3,_

," Pceect 1-o ;1 completoe
carol 'la' the passed the policy ,P-
q,.rement but 'riled the case ru,0,e "n vey
wiri a score c' 47 Oregon policy al, uee
for kr, ex-parte ilearinq Process for disposi-
ticnal Although Federal Reviewers
did not find the State out of compliancr
d.,e to this policy, they did Lonclude that

the practice did not "meet the dispositional
hearing requirement in Section 475 (5)(C)."
Cases were disallowed where there was evidence
that the ex-parte hearing process was used.

0,erve ap;ina121 to (rntral Office ACYF and the
eNif,ve recommeidation of the Regional Office was
overturned. Jregcn was found eligible for F1-81
and FY.142 apparently with no further review. or.
if such a review exists Respondent has not pro-
vided a copy to Appellan,.

Eligibility Review for FY'81 found Rhode Vermont has alieged that it's 0394657 hearings
Island ineligible for 427 funding. lkmever, net the requirement for a dispositional hearing
Region 1 reviewers did accept the State's "within 18 months." Although these hearings are
probable cause hearing as the dispositional similar to P/node Island's "Probable Cause" hearings
hearing . . ."clue to the fact that it is held and other hearings occurring soon after placement
within 18 months, and addresses the elements that have been accepted, Respondent has argued the'
required for dispositionel hearings as de- Vermont's hearings occur "too soon.'
fined in PL96-272 " However. Region 1 review-
ers found that the State's failure to define
a specific time for heart..ls held periodic.-
ly thereafter was unacceptable (Se State Level
Review (4)).

7 d

CFI



STATE

S CA9CLINA (29)

S D"DTA

(12)

,ARIA4CE rrom PL96-272
4,7 iogo,ro,ents_

FI;g1hrity oview completed 6/4/82 found
crate eligible for Fritil and '82. licmever,

;,ort recommenCed '1 at tic State mandate
pefley d 7.-!clurtv limit or sub-

:entice" dispositiene hearings rather thar
er-neilo on the Citizen's Review Cpald's

Eligibi'ity Review corpleted 8/27/82 found
Dakota in full compliance for FY'81 -

decision withheld for FY.82 Findings'

)see Case Review - issues /Recommendations)
'There is no mandatory six month review
POurrei for -hildren in basic foster care."
"In nest cases. tnere not evidence of
dipositional hearings following the ini-
tial one ' . . 'A Procedcie should be
developed t, assure tha' the State's
Periodicity be ir'pl'mented as soon as pos-
,Ible " "[he practice of carrying 0,t
periodic reviews ".as found to he very

weak This caused th^ State to be in11g1L'e
to. ?'112

so

COM8FNI

Region IV treated the lack of a specified time
per4o0 or suhsecivent dispo,itional hearings as

a corrective ection issue This is in contrast to
Prgion 1' approach to Vermont and Region Is finding
in re;ard Rhoee Island where the Same lack of
specificity for periodic reviews was cited as the
reasod for the finding that "dispositional and per-
iodicity requirements are not in compliance with PL96
272."

Lack of a six month review requirement and lack of
}inflow up dispositional hearings are clear policy

varianres. However, State was found Eligible

Ccmparative revieo (Vol 1 p 2-19) indicated that

State (as of early 1963) had "not yet decided" when
periodic rcrie,y, would be held. Our information is

that S. Dakota been found Eligible for FY.82
but Despondent has not provided any further review
report

a
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V1,4%fl 1P0M hoc-?1:
STAif a;' Requirements

TEMP St' (1') ti iii 1 , to , tee 4/12'32 Nunn 1' ,
State nin-hlo for E0'31 1.:,c1.on 09 1.1

t..,thhc s Please reler ter the
Adwin.ctrat ye P,..ow -c- the 'clal 1 f led' or-

cLptance of the S' '7 effort to reet the tie-
r:rent s M ',m., 1 ' a) of Pi 272

factor r'uMakh local 5tdf"
(Incoc,a, ct,on :o- F f' i''1 The tor,

.1)-,F07,-t 7(1,1 P-, ,c for,

to' 1, e ) th, th- was' it ter-

hh 00 the
N r

IITATI (3?) El .olb ce 7lev lea c t,d 2/25932 four 'itch
it "i.iitstant. lel r ,o!.1Anc- Inc- both Ern an I
ri qoylew covet lett 4- noted the tot lowin4

ioei 'issues on peat. 4
children, ," cc, at ti is

re. n t emulated, di; not re, eiJt
oonth (5) cow t re' riws tinsitionc.1
hearinas.

It in <ugyrstrd that the alency is iew its policy
on the cloy ",o :mid, that chil,hicn ..tease paren-
t..-1 ia',ts Cave been term.nitra nil have unit
rev"(

El."1"1"1:' MP? four),
ca.0. ',onaily el to bit, for Er
"The Virc.dii co 'MI a

It 'ye to detonninc nir, eos good to
hold a heariny ld in foster care
leijul4r ludtctrl ilia
were conducted, hoeever 10.n.nys were not
aiways he 1c1 for oil Thp local 1,0_

C C1IttlE NT

In spite 0 f ny tat the ten' °D,spositional
((noun' c ac torelon to state usuane and apparently
not practiced mist area< of the State, the
Reviewers ;face 'nualifind" acceptance to State's
effort to Ye' t re,pri cements Our information is that

th sctite has dice been found El inible for FY' 82
If there 'gas a siih;equent report It was not provided
by Respot dent

Al hough the El igiSi 1 ty Repot t Luelf contains no
.'acratii.m. Information, the Repot t's coer letter
makes it cleat that Till 4ere lot being given
5 Tooth or dispi,sitional ti .0 However. Peyton Virr
chest to treat this 3- it. i.re I c suneestcd corrective
actin -ocher than make at a calicy compliance
issue as 1:05 o t.y Region I in ierriont's cars

1,tern,,ed 'has en actual dispositional
hear,n: VV. 0 IV held when the judge felt there
was Region Ill staff d'd not make this
an olio b3iity 1 see as has been done in the case of
verlont

Appellant anderstand., th t 'flroirla has been re-
viewed for FO El7 but Respondent tics not provided



STATE

VIIT,IINIA (33)

VASMIrSTON (34)

WASNINGTO1 (34A

(14)

VARIANO FROM PE95-27?

427 Requirements_ WIMENT

fire oepari, ,,nt petitioned the court as re-
io.tAd, however, 0.arinas were only consistently
veld for children 'n permanent foster care and
Oldren fur 4111 adoption was the goal. The case

review reisaied that 282 of the Virginia
;ample did not rece-ve timely dispositional hear-

(,,ec ,,umrary and ibeconnendations p. 5)

Eligibility Review completed 8/9/82 found State
conditionally eligit,e for FY'81. Findings:
"The State must reinforce with staff the nec-
essity of holding hearings in cases where
patental rights have been terminated." (Se_
'ase Review System) Comparative Study (Vol. I p.
'-20) points out that in "sene counties if
notlied and all agree, hearing is waived "

1:otf feand Eligible for FY'82 based on report
completed 1/25/83. Findings:

'Case reviews should be held by an adminis
tive body when a court hearing i not held due
to an appeal concerning termination or due to
a pre-adoptive placement." (underscoring Wed)
ore Case Review System)

82

A co)y of that review.

LW. of dispositional hearings in TPR cases not
made a policy compliance issue.

lack of face to face hearings in "some counties"

WAS non made a policy compliance issue

No new review of policy was done for FY'82. How-
ever, Reviewers recognized that it was State prim-
tic_ not to hold hearinos when a child was in a
pre-adoptive placement. Nowever,this was not made a
policy issue



(15)

VARIANCE FROM PL96 -272
STATE 427 Requirements

W VIRGINIA (35) Eligibl"ty Review completed 7/29/81 ',1,nd
West Virginia condit!onally eligible for Ff'81
findings: "Dispositional hearings are rwriested
by the West Virginic Department e he, fare within
18 months of placement and 4s necessary after
that." (see-State Agency Level Review)

"West Virginia law and policy provide for
a dispositiona, hearing for all children in
custody. The Jepartment of Welfare petitions
the court to ,,old a hearing as required, now-
ever, the court frequently does not hold such
a hearing.* (undersroring added)

W. VIRGINIA (35A) Review conducted 2/15/83 found
:tate eligible for F1'82. Cover letter of
12/16/82 (Pearls to Ginsberg) stated: An
administrative policy change will be required
in West Virginia for any Section 421 reviews
conducted for FY'83 and beyond. West Virginia
will be required to define ter perlodicit, of
dispositional hearings held atter the initial
hearing. West Virginia currently defines
'periodically thereafter' as 'as needed.'
The new standard for F1'83 requires a defini-
tion be periods of time. This period mist be
written in policy. This new requirement does
not apply to the current review for F1'82.

Findings from the review: The Department
of Welfare petitions the juvenile court to hold
a hearing as required, however. the court
frequently does not hold such a hearing."
(see C. Case Review Systems)

83

COMMENTS

Lack qf specified time period for periodic disposi-
tional reviews not made a compliance issue by
Region III.

rnmparative Study, Vol, I p. 2-20 indicates that
West Virginia does not provide dispositional hearings
for "Cases in which TPR already occurred."

Lack of face to face hearings not made a policy
compliance issue.

ACYF's Regional Program Director. Alvin Pearls is
warning Ginsberg that Region lii would have to en-
force a specific periodic

he speaks of this as a new
review date requirement

after FY'82. Although
requirement in December of 1982. this requirement
WS not MOO explicit until the final regulations
were published on May 23. 1983.



(16)

VARIANCE FROM P196-272

STATE 427 Requirements

W VIRG" ,:p, (35A) "The la.ter 2 cases (without disposit.unal re-

(continued) views] involved children voluntarily entrusted
to the Department of Welfare, for which the
court has no jurisdiction. The Department of
Welfare is developing new policy that will add-
ress the need to provide dispositions' hearings
for this population." (See Case Record Survey -
FY'82)

WYOIIIIIG ;36) Eligibility T'v1ew completed 6/10/82 found State
to be fully Eligible for FY'81. Findings: "A
copy of ..hin form is placed in th case
file, one is wet to the State Office for review
and one is sent to the courts. Information
from this form 's used by the review body and
the courts to evaluate cases and make recommen-
dations "

REPORTS PROVIDED 3Y RESPONDENT:

AR17ONA Eligibility Report completed 9/16/83 found state
Eligible for FY'81 and FY'82. No variance docu-
mented on the report.

CONVENT

Reviewers found 2 cases in the sample that did not

meet policy requirements of P196-272. This is
similar to Vermont where there were also two cases
found, however, Region III did not make a policy
compliance issue of this variance but recognized
the willingness of the Department to take uurrective
action.

Although Respondent submitted no FY'82 Eligibility
Review, our information is that Wyoming was found
ineligible for FY'82. Findings from the FY'81 re-
view imply that court decision's were made based
on a paper review rather than a face to face hearing.
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Exh'bit D

NATI L COUNCIL OF STATE
PUBLIC WELFARE ADMINiSTRATORS

OF THE AMERICAN WJBUC 'AWARE iv.:::-CRANal

1125 FIFTEENTH STREET, N W, WASHINGTON, D C 20005

Suite 300

relepAone (202) 293-75!0

Section %27 Federal Comkliauce Revir4
Status Report - January '4, 1964

FY 81 STATUS

(34 states certified roopiian:o)

Fassed(24)k

Arizona - N/A
Arkansas - conditional compliance
Colorado - full compliance

Connecticut - conditional compliance
Illinois - full compliance

Iowa - full compliance
Kansas - full compliance
'".entucky - full complia ce

Maryland - conditional ompliance
Missouri - full compliance
Montana - conditional compliance
New Jersey - full compliance

Withdrew (6)

Maine

Massachusetts
Mississippi
Aebraska
Nevada
Puerto Rico

Failed (3)

Ohio
Rhode Island
Vermont (3efore Nppeals Board)

New York - f.,11 compliance

North Dakota - full compliance

Oklahoma - ownpliance

Oregon - N/1
South Carolina - compliance

South Dakota - Eull complianc,,

Tonnessee - conditional compliance
titan - idli compliance

leirginic ,ondittonal compliance

Washington full compliance

Gist Virlinia - conditional compliance

Wyemirq., - ial compliance

Under 1:1/1(,, ( 1)

Michigan

* conditional compliance 65% of case record ret,,:ct. Section :4.27 prote:tions-

must reach 607. in second ,Joar

* full compliance = 807. of case records refle" Section 427 protections

85
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FY 82 Status

(44 states certified compliance)

Passed (32)*

Arizona Nebraska
Colorado Nevada
Connect"_cot New Jersey
Delaware New Mexico
Florida Hew York
Georgia North Carolina
Idaho

North Dakota
Illinois Oklahoma
Iowa

Oregon
Lianas

South Carolina
Kentucky south Dakota
Minnesota

Tennessee
Mississippi Texas
Miosoori Utah
Montana Washington

West Virginia
Wisconsin

Withdrew (3)

Massachusetts
Maine
Puerto Rico

Foiled ,3)

trkarza,

W,oming

Before HHS Grant Appeals Board (1)

Vermont (FY 81 failure)

In Process (2)

New Hampshire

Virginia (re-reviewed for FY 82 and pending failure)

Not Yet Reviewed (3)

Michigan
Ohio

Rhode Island (Postponed until PY 84)

* Conditional and full compliance distinctions have been eliminated. EffectiveFY 82 al states must achieve 66% in first year and 807. second year in orderto be found in coiaeliance

6
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Mr. PEASE. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Burchard.
In fact, I would like to thank again all of our witnesses. As it

happens, we have to catch a plane back to Washington to try to
implement the mr ny good suggestions you have given us. So we are
going to have to resist the temptation to just discuss the situation
with you for another hour.

I think your testimony has been very, very helpful to us. There is
a common thread that goes throughout it, and we will try to as-
similate and carry back with us those recommendations and do our
best to implement them.

Again, I thank you for your testimony. This will conclude the
hearing.

[Whereupon, at 1:35 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
[The following was submitted for the record:]
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CATHOLIC CHARITIES/

CATHOLIC FAMILY SERVICES, INC.
Archdiocese of Hartford, Connecticut

SOS ASYLUM AVENUE. HARTFORD, CONN. 06101012241241

TIN Neal No ADD f WINONA DTI.. S.O.L. OIL, 141101101
Jam/a! NNW, Clelmo, IMAM M Tnuuses

Ths INTTeue TlussIby A. SINNANL Asesetsts MON Si CANAAN
AMAMI J Mow, Jr. ACM, FAsawlIN DINNIN

Amos F Waft. ACSW. AiNNINTA FANNAIN ONANN

0 A MEMOIR Of THE UNITED WAYS, AND UNITED FUNDS
Of IF ANTFORD NEW HAVEN AND UTCHFIELD COUNTIES

John J. Salmon

Chief Counsel

Committee on Ways and Means
U. S. House of Representatives

Room 1102 - Longvorth House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

CENTRAL OFFICE
am Aribon AWN% IIIIIIIN MIN

DISTINCT IMINCIS
AMON* MS IM Mtr MAW
NA/1MM WAN MUNI.
SISMOSII las Cdry SUNISS
MILPOSO WM MO WHOM
NITIV MUM 110 FNMA SIAMIDI
NEW NAM MS Omit MAIM
ronsmarow IM GA NA MOW/
WATEIMIUNY M Chumit STAMM

June 5, 1984

Dear Mr. Salmon Re Public Hea,..q, on Child Welfare and
Foster Cam Issues and P. L. 96-272

On Friday, June 1, 1984, I had the good fortune to a.tend a public
hearing in Hartford on Child Welfare and Foster Care hosted by
Congresswoman Barbara Kennelly of .':orinecticut and Congressman
Donald Pease of Ohio.

It vas particularly gratifying to find children's needs be'ng
addressed in a family context. Thank you for the wisdom of
viewing them in that light.

At this time, I would like to express my gratitude to you all and
particularly the Honorable Harold Fori, Chairman of the Sub- Committee
on Public Assistance and Unemployment Compensation, and our own and
Honorable Mrs. Kennelly.

Would you please, at your earliest convenience, forwerd to me a copy
of the printed record of these hearings and add my comments to the
record. Per your request, six copies of this letter are enclosed.

I sum,,L without reservation the comments of Mrs. Lutz and Mrs. Possow
s. the dart,ord hearing. They made three basic points

8d

THE CHILD WELFARE MOUE Of AMERICA
FAMILY SENACE MAINICA
THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE Of CATNOUC CHANT=
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1. Kids need at least one permanent adult in their life;

2. Delays in the judicial system are playing havoc with

children's lives at a critical stage in the child's

development;

3. Current levels of monetary compensation are woefully

inadequate for foster care in Connecticut.

I would like to elaborate briefly on these points. A strict construc-

tionist interpretation of P. L. 96-272 is currently violating both the

spirit and intent of the law in situations involving older children

who must consent to their own adoptions. Permanent foster care and

permanent legal guardianship situations are denied support under

P. L. 96-272. It is important that the law serve special needs

children in the reality situations that are their permanency arrange-

ment. Those in government interpreting the intent and spirit of the

law need to consider permanent legal guardianship, permanent foster

care, and open adoption plans in addition to the classical duo of

institution or adoption as peruatency alternatives.

It is also important to consider that for a few kids the institutional

setting should be the permanency placement that will be least trauma-

tiz and most permanent for the very very troubled or those near the

age majority. The child's needs must supersede the letter of the

la' c the requirements of the institutions.

in._ need for rapid decisions by court systems as they pertain to

children is a major arena for reform. I had personal experience with

a child who was in foster care for seven years while the court wrestled

with terminating parental rights of a parent who was institutionalized.

Continuance after continuance played havoc with that child's life and

resulted in one adoptive couple giving up after four years on an emo-

tional roller coaster. Please consider new or amended legislation

which would expedite children on the court calendar and refocus the

concern of the court on their needs. They are not packages waiting

to be mailed to whatever destination, and the court needs to be more

than the post office stamping new destinations on kids traveling in

limbo. A syl'..em like that in Rhode Island--with one judge exclusively

handling petitions of abuse, neglect, or terminationseems to work

well. Another alternative might be a children's advocate in the state

Judiciary who speaks against indefinite continuances and calls to the

court's attenticn the needs of kids.

Inadequate resources remain at a critical level. One item not mentioned

by the representatives of the Connecticut Association of Child Caring

Agencies is that a number of them are strained to the financial limits,

doing like foster parents, covering the child care costs out of their

own pockets. Child and Family Service in Hartford closed down its

residential child care unit after over 100 years because it could no

longer afford the drain on its own scarce resources, and state reimburse-

ment rates do not meet costs. I am on the Board of Trustees of Highland

Heights and also Saint Agnes Home- -both residential child caring institu-

tionswhich are confronting major financial crises due to the inadequacy
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of reimbursement rates. Both are rapidly depleting the cor^,:s of their
meager endowments. They need help desperately as do foster parent s.

Currently, no payment is made for collateral services such as meeting
with school personnel, life skills education with parents, and much of
the -ommunity case advocacy and consultation necessary to productive
planning and case management.

These supportive services, after post-
placement, make the critical difference in outcomes. Mr. Nagler's
testimony gives clear examples of this phenomenon.

In my concluding remarks, I wish to focus on an arena that was not
addressed in the Public Hearing in Hartford, and that is the AdoptionOption. Mrs. Jean Adnopoz of Yale Child Study Center made sosz excellent
points in her oral testimony. One comment really struck me. "Adolescents
generally lack the capacity to meet consistently the physical and emotional
needs of kids." I urge your committee to consider efforts to promote the
Adoption Option and, in the interest of

kids, develop legislation to control
existing abuses involving interstate private adoptions. Connecticut has
model legislation to prevent abuses

and protect the rights of all parties
in the adoption triad:

the birthperent, the child, and the adoptive
parents. Currently, because Connecticut lay prohibits private adoption
and requires the involvement of licensed agencies, many young women and
adoptive couples are leaving Connecticut

to literally buy and sell babies
in states where private adoptions are sanctioned (see enclosed articles).
I an personally familiar with cases Where young women left Connecticut to
place their children while still preosant and they were coerced into placing
their child for adoption in a most heavy handed manner. To protect children,
both those being born and those giving birth, there is desperate need for
legislation prohibiting private adoption and interstate transportation of
pregnant teens for the purpose of arranging adoptions. To protect all
parties, licensed adoption agencies nesd to be involved.

Tax relief through H. R. 1657 (currently
pending in Congress) is another

means of making the adoption option more attractive. [I have asked
Congresswomen Kennelly if she would co-sponsor this bill with Representa-
tive Bill Lehman (D. Fla.)] I ask your committee's support of this
legislation.

The resources of private agencies also need to be better utilized by thoputlic sector in the quest for permanency arrangements for special needs
children.

For teen parents, there is desperate need for parenting skills and supportive
services to assist this very vulnerable and growing population to overcome
the many barriers confronting them.

Contrary to the popular myth, motherhood is nct as Americ'n as apple pie.
Motherhood and parenthood are not being supported adequately by this
notion. I urge full funding for P. L. 96-272, and the inclusion of or
consideration of the related issues raised in this letter and at the
Hartford Public Hearing.
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Thank you for your kindness and consideration.

I have enclosed the excellent booklet, "Growing Up At Risk in Connecticut",

for the recoru.

[The booklet has been retained in the subcommittee files. Addi-
tional enclosures follow:]
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